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May we continue to prayfor the

438th Military Police company
and theirfamilies during their time ofservice.
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Whitfield announces
grant for Calloway ASAP
WASHINGTON - U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield, R-Ky.. announced
Monday that Calloway County will receive $125,000 in Drug-Free
Communities(DEO federal grant monies for the
Calloway County Alliance for Substance Abuse
Prevention (CC-ASAP). These federal dollars
will help prevent and reduce drug and alcohol
abuse among our nation's youth.
"Tragically. far too many parents, siblings,
friends, and neighbors in Calloway County have
seen the negative effects drug and alcohol abuse
have on young Amencans.- said Whitfield. 'The
important work of the Calloway County Alliance
for Substance Abuse Prevention seeks to ensure
Whitfield
our community and our children are free from the

MI See Page 2

Hazel man injured, then
charged following wreck
Staff Report
A Hazel man vvas injured in a single-vehicle accident Monday
night then arrested and charged with driving under the influence.
According to a Kentucky State Police report. Randall J. Jones.
38, was treated and released from Murray-Calloway County
Hospital after he veered off the nght shoulder of Airport Road,
struck two mailboxes and a large tree around 8:51 p.m. He was
taken the MCCH's emergency room with possible head and neck

II See Page 2
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ing and drama.
The Clinton and Obama
camps
agreed
to
limit
Wednesday's divisive nominating process for president, allowing some states to cast votes for
both Mama and Clinton before
ending the roll call in an accla-

By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
Murray Police Patrolman
John Cooper has been indicted
for reckless homicide in the
death of Briggs & Stratton
employee Ray Walker.
According to the decision
handed down by a C'alloway
County grand jury Monday,
Cooper was indicted for "recklessly causing the death of
Everett Ray Walker through the
operation of his motor vehicle."
Walker. 68, was killed March
18 when he reportedly pulled
into Cooper's pathway while
leaving work. Kentucky State
Police officials initially reported
that Cooper. 29, was traveling
with all his vehicle's emergency
equipment activated when he
struck the driver's side of
Walker's vehicle, which was
pulling out of L.P. Miller Street
and crossing Ky. 94 to head
east.
Walker was hansported to
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital where he died of what
an autopsy later determined was
multiple blunt force trauma.
Cooper was treated for minor
injuries.
Cooper is expected to be
arraigned in Calloway County
Circuit Court on Monday. Sept.
8. If convicted. Cooper could
face the maximum sentence of
one to five years in prison.
The indictment followed a
four-month investigation by
KSP investigators and accident
reconstructionists across the
state. Troopers Russell Boyd
and Tim Sales of KSP Post I in
Mayfield served as witnesses
dunng grand jury proceedings
on the case.
According to KSP officials,
state-of-the-art video and computer diagnostic technology
were employed by investigators
Using to determine exactly what
happened dunng the accident.
Murray
Attorney
Rick
Lampkin, counsel for the
Walker family, said the incident
is an "unfortunate tragedy."No one meant for it to happen.- he said.
However Lanipkin noted that
the facts of the case were slow
in coming.
"Since the 19th day of
March, 1 have tried to help Mrs.
Walker find out what happened
that resulted in her husband's
life being taken so prematurely.
But I have been provided with
nothing by anyone in any investigative capacity although I have
repeatedly requested informanon.L.implon said all information
concerning the incident thus far
had indicated that Walker was
the "negative party- for reportedly pulling out in front of
Cooper while the officer was
responding to a silent alarm
with emergency equipment activated.
-That is the way it has been
the entire time. Now,finally, the
grand jury, the 12 citizens of the
community chosen penodicallv
to review these things. has

III See Page 2
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Staff Report
A homeowner burning trash
had the fire get away from him
Monday and destroy his mobile
home.
According to Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Chief Earl
Hicks. six trucks and 18 firefighters responded to the home
near the intersection of Cherry
Corner Road and Scott Fitts
Road around noon yesterday.
The
mobile
home
was
destroyed.
Hicks said the situation could
have been worse with acres of
corn that surrounded the property'.
"And with the wind blowing..." Hicks added.
It was the second house fire
CCFR responded to within 12
hours. Ten trucks and 30 people
responded to a fire at a residence on Charley Miller Road
near the Marshall County line
around 1 a.m.
"It was a total loss." he said.
According to Hicks, the owners
had left to run an errand "and
something was left on the
stove.The residence suffered both
fire and smoke damage.
ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Tttnes
"About one-third was fire Calloway County Fire-Rescue personnel lift a collapsed portion of a mobile home to extinguish a fire beneath the debns
damage," Hicks said.
Monday on Cherry Corner Road
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Dealmaking, drama lead
up to Clinton DNC speech
DENVER (AP) — While
Hillars Rodham Clinton urges
her supporters to heal a fractured Democratic Party by lining up behind Barack Obama,
his Republican opponent is asking voters to
remember
Clinton's
own criticism
that
Obama isn't
ready
to
take that 3
am. phone
call.
The day
Clinton was
to address
the
Democratic National Convention in a
prime-time
speech,
John
McCain's latest TV ad played
off her pnmary campaign spot
featuring sleeping children and a
phone call portending a cnsis. In
the new ad Clinton is shown
saying: "I know Sen. McCain
has a lifetime of expenence that
he will bring to the White
House. And. Sen. Obama has a
speech he gave in 2002.A narrator adds: "Hillary's
nght. John McCain for president."
Clinton
has
already
denounced such tactics from
McCain, telling supporters after
similar efforts to use her words
against Obama "I'm Hillary
Clinton and I do not approve
that message."
It's a turnabout for Clinton.
who once seemed to have the
nomination in her grasp and
now is being called on to defend

AP
Democratic presidential candidate, Seri Barack Obama, Dill.. addresses the Democratic National Convention via live
video link from Kansas City. Mo.. as his wife. Michelle, and
daughters Mafia, 10, and Sasha. 7. stand on stage in Denver,
Monday.
and support the person who
wrested it from her. She is effectively playing middlewoman
Tuesday nigh! — passing a torch
from her husband. the 42nd
president. to Obama, who wants
to succeed him as the nest
Democratic president.
But not without some
Clinton-style political dealmak-
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Kentucky OKs tax plan to draw electric car plant
By JOE B1ESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. tAPt -Kentucky is already home to
bourbon and thoroughbred
horse racing, now it's aiming for
electric cars too.
Gov. Steve Beshear said
Monday that the state has
authonzed a tax incentive plan
to bring an electric car plant to
southern Kentucky. Californiabased Zem Air Pollution, Or

ZAP, is scheduled to begin
production
RCM year.
"They'll
have to build
this
facility,
they 'II have to
start hiring the
and
people
the
building
Deemer
cars and then
those incentives kick in."
Beshear said after taking a

three-wheel model for a test
drive around the state Capitol.
Beshear signed an executive
order earlier this month allowing low-speed three- and fourwheel electric cars to travel
Kentucky's roads with speed
limits of 45 mph or less
Officials at the electric car manufacturer had said they would
not consider locating the plant in
Kentucky if the state did not
allow the CAIN to travel its roads
Officials said the plant was

expected to eventually bring up
to 4.000 new jobs within the
next four years to the rural town
of Franklin, about 135 miles
southwest of Louisville. The
planned I million square-foot
plant is slated to be built on 225
acres in an industrial park.
State officials have authorized $48 million in tax credits.
Beshear said.
Meanwhile, local city and
Simpson County officials have
offered about $80 million in

The curs can travel up to 40
mph Waldman said the company had sold more than 100.000
vehicles in the last three years.
-We want to be the electric
car company for the people."
Waldman said.
Waldman claimed his company's vehicles could travel for
up to 400 miles on a single fourhour charge. The company has
also been in talks to set up
recharging stations throughout
the area. Waldman said.
Currently. the ZAP vehicles
are manufactured in China.
Waldman said.
"This represents an investment not only in Kentucky's
economy but also in the future
of this country. Beshear said.

investment revenue bonds as
incentives for the plant. said
Dennis Griffin. director of the
Industrial
Franklin-Simpson
Authority.
Randall Waldman. CEO of
Integrity Automotive, said his
company's "venture partnership" with ZAP was aimed at
providing electric cars to many
people — not just the rich.
Waldman said his company's
cars are pnced from $ I 0.0(K) to
about $63,000.

•Dealmaking, drama ...
The lineup for the second day
of the convention features 11
nation for the Illinois senator.
governors and prominent House
In one scenario. Clinton her- and Senate leaders. The convenself would cut off the voting and tion's keynote address will be
urge the unanimous nomination given by former Virginia Gov
of Obama. according to Mark Warner. a former supportDemocratic officials involved in er of Hillary Clinton's.
Ceding the 2008 contest to
the negotiations. They discussed
the deal on condition of Obama does not necessarily
anonymity while final details mark the end of Clinton's presidential ambitions.
were being worked out.
At 60, she could easily chase
But some Clinton delegates
said they were not interested in a her dream in a future White
raising
compromise,
the House contest, activating the
prospect of floor demonstrations fierce loyalists and the women
that would underscore the split who dreamed of a female presibetween Obama and Clinton dent — and perhaps calling in
Democrats.
an IOU from a future President
"I don't care what she says," Obama.
Tuesday was the first of two
said Mary Boergers, a Maryland
delegate who wants to cast a prime-time convention evenings
dominated by the Clintons.
vote for Clinton.
On Wednesday night, former
-There is no doubt in anyone's mind that this is Barack President Bill Clinton is taking
Obama's convention," Clinton the stage.
While here. the 42nd presitold reporters. And yet, she said.
some of her delegates -feel an dent will also attend the Club of
International
ND1
obligation to the people who Madrid
sent them here" and would vote Affairs Forum "to discuss ways
for her.
in which his foundation is
As part of the deal, Obama addressing some of the world's
arid Clinton activists teamed up most pressing problems." said
and circulated three petitions on his spokesman. Matt McKenna.
Conscious of his potential to
the convention floor Monday
night — supporting Clinton. overshadow Obama at the preObama and his running mate. sumptive nominee's coronation
Joe Biden. Each needed 300 sig- party. Clinton planned few other
public outings. and no news
natures.
Clinton said she wouldn't tell media appearances.
-President Clinton underher backers how to vote, but she
told them she would cast her stands this is Sen. Obarna's conown vote for Obama."We were vention and he is here to do all
not all on the same side as he can to make Sen. Obaina our
next president,- McKenna .aid
Democrats. hut we are now.
an an e-mail message.
she said.

From Front

III Fatal ...
From Front
found there is a little bit more to
the story." Lampkin said,
"All this lady deserves is to
have a full explanation of why
her husband was taken from her.
She is the victim. Thus far Mr.
Walker has not been the victim
at all and that's not fair."
Commonwealth's
Interim
Attorney Margot Merrill was in
court in Marshall County this
morning and not available for
comment on the case.
Murray Police Chief Ken
Claud this morning declined
comment, but noted that initial
action by the department has
been taken.
"Due to the seriousness of
the charges, we did suspend
(Cooper) with pay," Claud said.

AP
Sen Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., acknowledges the crowed at the end of his speech at the
Democratic National Convention in Denver, Monday.
Asked whether the Clintons'
star power could eclipse Obama
during his moment in the sun,
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi
said. "Absolutely, positively
not."
"We're talking about the
nominee for the president of the
United States," she said.
Convention planners hoped
Monday's prime-time address
by Obama's wife, Michelle,

would help cast the Illinois senator as a leader with classic
American values. Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy's speech, a surprise
in-person appeal for Obama
from the cancer-stricken senator, was an implicit plea for
unity.
Michelle Obama told cheering delegates and a national television audience that she and
the possible future president

Murray Calloway County Hospital and Dr
chn Yezerski would like to welcome Dr
rek Morgan to the new Orthopaedic
Alisociates of Murray practice
Dr Morgan received his undergraduate
cgree from Harding University and
completed his medical degree at the
University of Arkansas

He then

completed his residency in Orthopaedics at
the University of Kansas School of Medicine
where he was awarded Resident of the Year
Dr Derek Morgan and his wife, Chris,
along with their three children, ha‘c
recently relocated to Murray
Were pleased that Dr Morgan will be

III ASAP ...
From Front
dangers of that substance abuse..:
This grant will help accomplish
that goal."
The Calloway County
Alliance for Substance Abuse •
Prevention was one of only 199 •
new Drug-Free Communities
grant recipients across the
nation. The DFC program provides grants of up to $625,000
over a five year period to community organizations that help
citizen participation in local,
drug prevention efforts. To ••
qualify for matching grants.:
among other criteria, organiza.- .•
tions must have at least a sixmonth history of working
together on substance abuse
prevention initiatives and develop a long-term plan to reduce •
substance abuse.

•Wreck ...
From Front

Corrado@
A Saturday article on Sen.
Mitch McConnell's speech to
the Murray-Calloway EDC
incorrectly stated the U.S. used
21 billion barrels of oil in 2007.
The correct figure is 21 million.
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting, however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake or error, please call 7531016.

injuries.
Jones was then charged by
KSP Tpr. Trey Green with operating a motor vehicle while
under
of
the
influence
alcohol/drags (2nd offense):
failure to wear seatbelts: driving
on a DUI suspended license (1st
offense-aggravated), failure of
owner to maintain insurance
(1st offense): and failure to register/transfer motor vehicle.
Jones was lodged at the
Calloway County Jail. Green
was assisted at the scene by
Murray/Calloway County EMS.

joining Orthopaedic Associates of Murray
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share with them the same hopes
and dreams. She described herself as a daughter, a sister, a wife
and a mother, no different from
many women, and said she and
her husband feel an obligation to
-fight for the world as it should
be."
But Obama faces lingering
divisions from a fierce battle
with Clinton. tough ads by
McCain and his Republican
allies, and a reminder that
racism, too, could play a role.
"There are people who are
not going to vote for him
because he's black.- James
of the
Hoffa. president
Teamsters union. said. "And
we've got to hope that we can
educate people to put aside their
racism and to put their own
interests No. I."
Obama delivers his acceptance speech on Thursday at a
football stadium, before a crowd
likely to total 75,000 or more.
Then he and Biden depart for
the fall campaign.

and we're sure when you meet him you will
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Murray State's
Upward Bound
to continue

KentuckvInBrief
Ky. politician jailed after joke;
charge dismissed

The U.S. Department of
Education federal TRIO program has notified Murray State
University of continued funding
for its Upward Bound Program.
Funding is based on meeting
performance objectives for each
year of the grant. The grant
award is S435.178 and will
serve 80 participants from 17
area schools. Over the course of
the funding, the amount is projected to total more than $1.7
million. Upward Bound is a college preparation program for
first-generation high school students.
Upward Bound concluded its
summer component with 54
participants living on campus
and taking classes for five
weeks. Twenty-five students
took advantage of earning free
college credit. While spending
three summers in Upward
Bound, participants have the
MISD Photo
opportunity to earn up to nine
From left, Rusty Back, MISD chief l&T officer; Julie Stone, MISD Family Resource Youth
hours of college credit.
Service Center director; and Janeann Turner, MHS Youth Service Director, prepare for distnMurray State's Upward
bution of surplus computers to eligible families
Bound has successfully enrolled
first-generation students into the
college of their choice for more
than 40 years. "The success
continues with the 2008 bridge MISD Release
can be put to good use, rather Turner, director of MHS Youth
class of 15 participants all
Murray Independent School than sitting in a storage facility," Service Center, said•three distnenrolling in college this fall,"
bution dates have been estabsaid Myra Yates. Upward District has donated 80 surplus he said.
MHS students who worked lished with families for pick up.
Bound director at Murray. computers to be distributed
"Many families simply don't
"Often former participants con- through the Murray Family with Back at the MHS Help
tact the staff to thank them for Resource Youth Service Center Desk technology resource cen- have the ability to buy a comthe opportunity to expenence to eligible MISD families to ter assisted in this endeavor. puter. As most families now
college life before they actually
help students continue their -The students who worked with consider computers a necessity,
enroll full time. The staff is to studies
me during last year's program others still consider them a luxat home.
be commended for their dedicaensured
that the computers were ury.
With computers being
Rusty
chief
Back,
l&T offition with helping students to
ready for distribution this year," such a vital piece of a student",
cer at MISD. has equipped the
succeed in college."
he said. -They cleaned them education experience. bridging a
This month the academic computers with the basic pro- and
made sure they were in technological barrier could
component began at Murray grams a student may use to comworking order."
make a real difference in stuState. A few of the many servic- plete school assignments and
Through the assistance of the dents' education," Stone said.
es provided by the program are expand learning opportunities.
Turner added the computers
academic counseling, tutonng Back indicated this is actually Murray Family Resource Youth
Service Center (FRYSC) and will be available for distribution
services, cultural and academic
enrichments, and Acr prepara- the first time such surplus prop- MHS Youth Service Center, until they are no longer availtion. All services are available at erty has been available to stu- families have been placed on an able.
dents and families.
no cost to the participant.
eligibility list and have been
For more information please
"Legislation passed this past contacted with the distribution contact Murray FRYSC at 759For more information. contact Yates at 809-4492 or at year enables districts to donate information.
Julie Stone. 9595 or The Den at MHS 753myra.yates@murraystate.edu.
surplus computers where they FRYSC director. and Janeann 6565.

MISD donates surplus computers

HARLAN Ky (AP) — Politicians are known for lame takes But
when Otis 13ullman" Hensley tried a generations-old Appalachian
jest on a woman and two girls at the grocery store the family thought
It was downright criminal
Hensley who earned notoriety for oddball antics as a longshot
gubernatorial candidate spent three days in jail in this eastern
Kentucky coal town last week after being arrested over the wisecrack
'Jay Leno makes jokes every night and makes millions Hensley
said in his thick Appalachian accent '(make one rake and go to jail He could have faced as many as 10 years in prison but a charge
of attempted unlawful transaction with a minor was dismissed on
Monday
The ordeal began last week when Hensley s wife sent him to a
focal grocery store to buy ground beef While there Hensley encountered a woman with her two nieces ages 11 and 13 "I offered to
trade her a fattening hog for those girls Hensley said "I meant it as
a joke I've said it a million times Most people get a kick out of it"
The woman didn't laugh Instead the family obtained a warrant
for Hensley's arrest from the local prosecutor claiming the comment was intended to entice the children into illegal sexual activity

Social worker killers
sentenced to life in prison
HENDERSON. Ky (AP) --- Two people convicted in the killing ol
a state social worker in western Kentucky were sentenced Monday
to life in prison.
Renee Terrell, 35. and Chnstopher Luttrell, 24. had each pleaded
guilty to murder and other charges in the killing of Boni Frederick in
2006 Frederick was facilitating a visit between Terrell and her infant
son in Henderson when she was attacked.
Circuit Judge Karen Wilson sentenced Luttreil and Terrell to life in
prison without the possibility of parole, The Gleaner of Henderson
reported
Frederick's family and friends, as well as a contingent oi state
social workers attended the sentencing heanng.
Frederick's daughter. Sandy Travis. read statements written by
her two teenage daughters.
'On those nights when you can't sleep, think about what you've
done,' one girl wrote to Luttrell and Terrell In a statement to her
grandmother, the other girl wrote. "Thanks for the tea parties, thanks
for the Happy Meals, thanks for the cartoons on Saturday morning'

Central Ky. couple convicted in
6-year-old's death
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.(AP) — A central Kentucky man has been
convicted of second-degree manslaughter in the death last year of
his girffhend's 6-year-old son
The News-Enterprise of Elizabethtown reports that a Hardin
County Circuit Court jury found 23-year-old Anhvan Hayes of
Elizabethtown guilty Monday after about five hours of deliberations.
The jury also convicted Hayes' girtfnend, 26-year-old Danielle Lucas,
of reckless homicide.
Both also were found guilty of chminal abuse stemming from the
death of Lucas' son. Mannel, last Aug. 29.
Hayes and Lucas have been on trial for three weeks.

Murray State University freshmen offer to help stock children's food backpacks
MSU Communications
New students at Murray
State University are taking the
opportunity in their new "home
away from home" in Murray to
help area children. School children in Murray and Calloway
County will be the recipients of

a freshman student service project, Backpack Program.
Need Line of Calloway
County
has
launched
a
Backpack Program, which is a
nationwide project. to meet the
needs of hungry children ages
pre-school through fifth grade.

By providing them with nutritious and easy-to-prepare food
to take home on weekends, the
program ensures that hungry

The goal of Murray State's
freshmen is to provide 4.000
backpack meals to children
throughout the school year.

children will have something to

That,

eat before they return to school
for breakfast on Monday morning.

Avery-Menwether, student life
associate at MSU. will mean
5(X) meals per residential col-

according

to

ReNita

lege.
Six to seven items make up
each backpack meal and include
such easy to use foods as pudding cups. fruit snacks, cereal
bars, fruit juice boxes, and single-serve non-perishable meals
such as pasta and Beanie

Weenies. Each student is being
asked to contribute one or more
items.
Students are also asked to
sign up to collect or sort food.
fill bags, or load the truck and
deliver the food to Need Line,
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This was then — wife, mother, first woman in Calloway County
to get a driver's license, pilot, banker, community cheerleader
and long time member of the Murray Woman's Club.
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90th Birthday
This Month!
And this is now — grandmother to
three, great-grandmother to four
and works at Grey's Properties
EVERY Saturday rain or shine!

Grey's Properties, LLC
to host an

APPRECIATION RECEPTION
Wed., August 27from 1-3 p.m.
Corner of North 12th & Olive
The public is encouraged to drop by the office,
have cookies and punch and give Neva Grey a hug!
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Calloway County High School Class of
1968 will have its 40-year reunion on Saturday, Nov. 29, (Saturday after Thanksgiving) from 7 p.m. to midnight at the
Murray Country Club.
Class members are asked to contact
Susan Cunningham at 293-2555 or by email at susancunninghamiLkmarykay.com or
Shirley Bazzell Burgess at 293-5390 or by
-e-mail at sburgessQ)wk.net in order to
update personal information.
lo's
reunion committee will meet ThursDatebook dayThe
p.m. at the law office of Warren
6
at
By Jo Burkeen
at 405 Maple St.. Murray, to
Hopkins
K.
Community
work on plans for the 40-year reunion. All
Editor
class members are welcome to attend.

bright Scholar Program. Established in 1946 under legislation introduced by the late Senator J. William Fulbright of
Arkansas. the Program's purpose is to build mutual understanding between the people
of the United States and the
rest of the world. The Fulbright Program, America's flagship international educational
exchange program. is sponsored by the United States
Department of State. Bureau
Photo provided East Elementary plans training
of Educational and Cultural
East Elemmtary School, will have its annual Parent Volunabout
recently
spoke
Hubbard
Affairs. Since its inception. the KIWANIS SPEAKER: Carroll
Training on Thursday at 9 a.m. or b p.m. The training
teer
has issues pertaining to the upcoming election to the Kiwanis will be held in the cafeteria at East. Parents planning to volProgram
Fulbright
approximately Club of Murray. Kiwanis meets every Thursday at noon at unteer any time during the 2008/09 school year should make
exchanged
273.500 people - 102,900 Ryan's. For more information about Kiwanis contact Brenda plans to attend the training at one of the times offered.
Americans who have studied. Call, at 753-7870.
taught or researched abroad
MHS Backboard Club to meet
and 170.600 students, scholars
Murray High School Backboard Club will meet Wednesday
and teachers from other counat 5:30 p.m. at the school cafeteria. All parents of basketball
tries who have engaged in simplayers on the middle and high school teams are invited. Disilar activities in the United
cussion will include Tiger Night and the election of officers
States. The Program operates
season.
According to information bachelor of science; Ashley Rig- for the upcoming
in over 150 countries worldTiffany
arts;
released from the registrar's don, bachelor of
wide.
MHS group plans promotion
Recipients of Fulbright office. 346 students have Shemwell, master of arts in eduMurray High School Lady Soccer Tigers will have a rebate
master
Simmons,
Ken
cation;
Murfrom
degrees
for
applied
.,asis
awards are selected on the
at Nicks on Wednesday from 5 p.m. to midnight. Be
night
Wesley
education;
in
arts
of
the
at
University
State
ray
of academic or professional
tell the cashier you are there for the group.
to
sure
science;
of
master
Spencer,
sessummer
2008
achievement, as well as demon- close of the
Megan Thweatt, bachelor of scistrated leadership potential in sions.
Summer graduates are invit- ence in agriculture; Rhonda LAMP group to meet Thursday
their fields. Among the thoubachelor of integratLAMP Homeschool Support group of Calloway County
sands of prominent Fulbright ed to return to campus in Timmons.
ed studies; Wanda Tucker. bach- because of the rain Monday will have its luau potluck picnic
alumni are Craig Barrett. Chair- December to participate in the
for- elor of science in business; Thursday at 6 p.m. at Chestnut Park. No program is planned.
man of the Board of Intel Cor- next regularly scheduled
Stanley Waller, master of arts but tropical shirts are welcome. Parents are urged to come out
exercises.
graduation
mal
Benaissa.
poration; Mohamed
in education; Trevor Webb, to meet other area homeschool families. RSVP to
individuals
following
The
Minister for Foreign Affairs.
Calloway County are bachelor of science; Stacy talktoamiee@yahoo.com. More information is available on the
Morocco: Raoul Canter°. Jus- from
the summer 2008 degree Wyatt. master of arts in edu- LAMP website www.lamphomeschool.com.
tice. Honda Supreme Court: among
cation.
candidates.
Minister
Derbez,
Ernesto
Luis
Established in 1922, MurAguiar, bachelor of
Jillian
CUBS meeting Wednesday
of Foreign Affairs, Mexico;
Boryk. bachelor of ray State University has become
Laura
arts;
Calloway United Benevolent Services (CUBS) will raeet
Renee Fleming. soprano; Gish
a
science in business; Mandy known through the years as
Wednesday at noon at Glendale Road C"nurch of Christ. Pizza
Jen, Writer; Dolores Kendrick. Brandsasse. bachelor of arts; student-centered
university
Poet Laureate of the District Jennifer Davenport. master of where the emphasis is on aca- and drinks will be provided. Agenda items include Health
Department presentation regarding mammograms for women
Libeskind,
of Columbia; Daniel
arts; Joshua Dunn, bachelor of demic excellence. For the past
Architect; Aneesh Raman,CNN science; Marteze Hammonds. 17 years, Murray State has who otherwise lack access; Center for Accessible Living presBaghdad Correspondent; Robert master of science; Sherri Heeke, consistently been ranked by entation on possibility of nursing homes patients to return
Shaye. Co-Chairman and Co- bachelor of integrated studies; U.S.News & World Report as home with a home health aide; update on Community Cares
CEO. New Line Cinema; Ruth Nikki Hjerpe. bachelor of sci- one of the top public univer- and Concerns Team event scheduled for Jan. 24. All interestSimmons. President. Brown ence: Sherrie Holbrook. mas- sities in the nation for its qual- ed persons are invited.
University; Javier Solana. For- ter of science; William Lamb. ity, affordability and efficieneign Policy Chief. European master of business administra- cy in education. Home to over Special group will meet
Merryman House Domestic Crisis Qutreaching Office of
Union; and Muhammed Yunus, tion; Lucas Mathis, bachelor 10,100 students, Murray State
Managing Director and Founder of arts; Joshua McKee!, mas- attracts students who are seek- Calloway and Marshall Counties will offer a domestic violence
at 3 p.m. at the Merryman
of the Grameen Bank.
ter of arts in education; Jane ing a great education in a per- education/support group Wednesday
Fulbright recipients are Morgan, master of business sonalized, college-town setting. House office. For information call 759-2373.
among over 30,000 individu- administration; Aimee Olsen,
Grogan reunion on Sunday
als participating in U.S. DepartThe annual Grogan family reunion will be Sunday at I p.m.
ment of State exchange proat the downstairs area of University Church of Christ. A potluck
grams each year. For more than
meal will be served at 1 p.m. For information call Charlie
40 years. the Bureau of EduGrogan at 759-3159.
cational and Cultural Affairs has
supported programs that seek
The Way Home' to honor two Narcotics Anonymous will meet
JONESBORO. ARK.- "The
to promote mutual understanding and respect between the peo- Way Home." a spoken opera women from western Kentucky
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
ple of the United States and by Murray, Ky. writer Constance who agreed to be interviewed Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church.
the people of other countries. Alexander, will be performed for a documentary radio series For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.
The Fulbright Scholar Program at Arkansas State University's throughout the course of their
is administered by the Coun- Fowler Center. 7:30 p.m.. Sep- treatment. One had no health Filmburner's Photo Club to meet
cil for International Exchange tember 5. All proceeds from insurance, and the other was
Filmburner's Photo Club will meet tonight at 6:30 at the
the performance will go toward so inspired by her struggle she Calloway County Extension Office, 310 South 4th St. The
of Scholars.
For further information about construction of the Flo and donated $1000 to launch a guest speaker will be Crystal Rogers, a noted pet photograthe Fulbright Program or the Phil Jones Hospice House at community fundraising effort pher, who will discuss "How to Take Pet Portraits." The group
U.S. Department of State's St. Bernards Medical Center to help. In the end, both women will also show their efforts from last month's project, "Doors."
Bureau of Educational and Cul- in Jonesboro. slated to open were hospice patients. Their Filmburner's is open to photographers of all skill levels and
stories continue to be told welcomes both film and digital users.
tural Affairs, please visit our in autumn, 2009.
at
The Women's Advisory through 'The Way Home.' and
website
http://exchanges.state.gov or Council of St. Bernards is spon- I'm proud to add Arkansas to East Fork Board to meet
contact Heidi Manley, Office soring the event, with support the list of locations around the
East Fork Clarks River Conservancy Board will meet tonight
of Academic Exchange Pro- from ASU's Department of The- country that have presented at 7:30 at the Calloway County conservation District office to
grams. telephone 202-453-8534, atre and the College of Nurs- performances."
discuss how and when to clean debris out of the river.
Tickets are $15. Call 870or e-mail academicOstate.gov, ing and Health Professions.
informamore
For
336-5009.
or e-mail academic@state.gov. Susan Hanrahan, dean. The play
'Commit to Quit' will meet
For further information about is directed by ASU's Molly tion log on to www.stbernards"Commit to Quit" will be today at 4:30 at the Center for
the
Contact
foundation.org.
includes
cast
the
and
them
Simpson.
contact
Trites,
and
Rea
Health & Wellness classroom. Dr. Kanchan Konala, pulmonoconstancealexanat
playwright
commuthe
from
individuals
directly stephanie.rea@muron "-Health Effects of Tobacco."
or gist, will present a program
and nity who have fought cancer. dertgtnewwavecomm.net.
raystate.edu
is open to all persons.
This
According to playwright 270-753-9279.
latricia.trites m urraystate.edu.
Constance Alexander, "I wrote

MSU lists local graduates
for the summer 2008 term
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TOPS Group will meet

ill
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TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet today at 5 p.m. at First
Christian Church fellowship hall. Ill North Fifth St. Weighin will be from 5 to 5:30. For information call Johna at 2279521.
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Pagliais
Spaghetti SpeciaIc

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at
489-2909 or Mike at 873-231n

Al-Anon meeting tonight
Al-Anon will meet tonight at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the southside rear door located
near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a
problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Alzheimer's group will meet

WEDNESDAY DINE IN OALY

Alzheimer's Disease Education/Support Group will meet
today at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For more information contact Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W. at 762-1278.

Medium Spaghetti $2.97
Large Spaghetti $3.96

Mid Drink
for

Breast Cancer Group to meet
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet tonight at 6:30 p.m.
in the Center for Health & Wellness classroom. For information call Evelyn Wallis at 489-2462 or Angie Hutchings at
435-4614.

5.00 or Less Specials Available
753-4703
Call For Details
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CCHS Class of 1968 plans
40-year reunion on Nov. 29

Murray State University
faculty members receive
08-09 Fulbright Awards
Stephanie Rea. associate Professor in the department of
musk and Latricia Trites. dV41elate professor in the depart- meat of English and philosophy. both in the College of
". Humanities and Fine Arts at
' Murray State University. have
been awarded Fulbright Schol, ar grants during the 2008-(9
academic year. according to
• the United States Department
of State and the J. William
Fulbright Foreign Scholarship
4 • Board.
•. Rea will teach music courses in flute and conduct pedathe
at
research
gogical
Hochschule fuer Musik und
Darstellende Kunst in Frankfurt lam Main). Germany. She
will also work with the admin'j-' istration at the institution as they
"implement a .hree-tiered system of music degrees (bache''' lor, master, doctorate) similar
to that of the United States.
"- Rea will be in Frankfurt from
-••• March through August 2009.
Trites is already conducting
t'•
- • teacher training as part of the
•• Fulbright Yilan Project in Yilan.
Taiwan. She is working with
7 16 Junior Fulbright Scholars
'
and over 30 Taiwanese classroom teachers in both elementary and junior high schools
in Yilan County. Taiwan. She
began her Fulbright on August
•.r. I. 2(K)9, and will continue
through June 2()09.
Rea and Trites are two of
-- approximately 800 U.S. faculty and professionals who will
travel abroad through the Ful-
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TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library.
For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or
210-4173.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Vida Rosamund Trenholm
A memorial service for Mrs Vida Rosamund Trenholm will be
held at a later date. At her request, Mrs. Trenholm's body has been
donated to the University of Kentucky Medical School BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Online condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralhomecom.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Angels Community
Clinic, 1005 Poplar St.. Murray, KY 42071, Angels Attic Thrift
Shop, 972 Chestnut St., Murray, KY 42071; Need Line, 638 South
4th St.. Murray, KY 42071 or a charity of your choice.
Mrs. Trenholm, 90. Murray, died Saturday. Aug. 23, 2008, at 1:45
.
a.m. at Spring Creek Health & Rehab Center A registered nurse, she
had worked in New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Indiana and Kentucky
and for many years at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital and
' retired from West View Nursing Home as nursing supervisor with
! 30 years of service. She was a member of First Baptist Church and
Kentucky Nursing Association.
Born Dec. 26, 1917, in Sackville, New Brunswick, Canada, she
was the daughter of the late Fred Atkinson and Lalia Tower
Atkinson. Also preceding her in death were one sister. Netta
Estabrooks; four brothers. Hartman, Fredenck, Robert Weldon and
Benjamin William Atkinson, Survivors include one daughter,
Marion Kuhar, Caseville, Ill.; two sons, Donald Trenholm, Morrow.
Ga.. and George Trenholm, Murray; one brother. Joseph Atkinson,
Sackville, New Brunswick; six grandchildren; eight great-grand-

Mrs. lannie Belinda Alexander
I he !uncial tiii Islis Janine Belinda Alexander was Monday at 1
p.m in the chapel (il J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev James
Keeling officiated. Pallbearers were James Scott, Mickey Futrell.
Todd Gresham. Kenny Roth. Lonnie Dale Litchfield and Ronald
Hargis. Burial was in the Ferguson Spring Cemetery.
Mrs. Alexander. 57. Ray Lane, Puryear. Tenn., died Saturday.
Aug. 23, 2008. at L.16 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
She had worked as an EKG technician for Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and was a member of Fel guson Spring Baptist
Church and also a member of the Busy Bee Sewers of the church.
Her father. Reed Smith. preceded her in death. She was born Feb.
20, 1951, in Murray. Ky.
Survivors include two sons. Darrell Troupe and wile. Millissa.
Puryear. and Nicholas Alexander. Kirksey. Ky.: her mother. Ruth
Newton Smith. Murray. Ky.; three grandchildren, Cole Troupe and
Peyton Harris of Murray and Ramie Troupe of Puryear; one sister.
Frances Bullock and husband. Donnie, Cadiz. Ky.

children.

Mrs. Velma Blanton Stubblefield
The funeral for Mrs. Velma Blanton Stubblefield will be toda(
(Tuesday) at 1 p.m. at St. John Missionary Baptist Church, Murrie,
Rev, Ronald Kendnck and Rev. C.E. Timberlake will officiate
Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the church today from noon until the funeral
hour. Pettus-Rowland Funeral Home of Paducah is in charge of
arrangements.
Mrs. Stubblefield, 90, Paducah, formerly of Murray, died Friday.
Aug. 22, 2008, at 10:31 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah
A homemaker, she was a longtime member of St. John
Missionary Baptist Church, Murray, and a former member of Virgin
Chapter #5 of the Order of the Eastern Star. Preceding her in death
were her husband, Roscoe Stubblefield; her parents, Washington
(Babe) Blanton and Lilly Parker Blanton: one son, James Wallace
Stubblefield; two brothers and three sisters. Survivors include several nieces and nephews including George Catlett, Paducah: several
great and great-great nieces and nephews.

• Walter (Red) James Triplett
The funeral for Walter (Red) James Triplett will be today
(Tuesday) at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Rev. Brett Miles will officiate. Pallbearers will be Bill Mohundro,
Charles Story, Guthne McNeely, Steve Grogan. Jeremy Grogan and
, Jason Grogan. Burial will follow in the Brewer Cemetery in Graves
(.County. Visitation will be at the funeral home after 1 p.m. today
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Families mark
crash anniversary

LEXINGTON. Ky IAP) — fence before crashing into a
Two years removed from the farm adjacent to the airport
"The thoughts of the entire
deadliest Amencan plane crash
since 2(101, family members of Comair team join those in the
the 49 people killed aboard Lexington community — and
Comair 5191 are preparing to beyond ---- as we all continue on
mark the annisersary through our personal journeys to heal."
both private grief and public Comair spokeswoman Kate
Marx said.
gratitude
Earlier this month, Comair
Many of those whose loved
ones were lost are focusing their settled nearly all passenger lawenergy this year on thanking the suits stemming from the crash,
Kentucky community, which averting a Kentucky trial that
they say helped them deal with could have overlapped the
the crisis in the days following anniversary.
The airline has acknowlthe Aug. 27, 2006, crash at
Lexington's Blue Grass Airport. edged responsibility for the
"I feel so blessed that so accident but has sued the
Aviation
many people of the community Federal
are remembering the victims of Administration, which runs the
this plane crash," said Lois Lexington control tower, and
Turner, whose husband, Larry, Lexington's airport, arguing
was among those killed. "It is so they should have to help pay
comforting. People every day some of the legal bills.
FAA and Comair are in settell me they have not forgotten,
that they still remember. That's a tlement negotiations, and the
Court
Supreme
Kentucky
real blessing."
While most of these families recently heard arguments on
were strangers to one another whether the airport can be sued
before the crash, tragedy has as a branch of Lexington's govcreated a close bond and they ernment.
Deborah Hersman was the
still communicate regularly
through e-mail and phone calls. National Transportation Safety
Turner said there was wide- Board member dispatched to
spread agreement that this Lexington to investigate the
anniversary should focus not crash. Hersman, whose husband
just on the inevitable mourning is from the area, said in an interbut also on finding ways to give view' with The Associated Press
AP back to the people who helped that the outpouring of support
Democratic presidential candidate Sen. Barack Obama, D-III.. them through the biggest across the community remains
with her today.
left, leaves after watching his wife. Michelle. on television as tragedy of their lives.
"Lexington really distinLast weekend, the Turner
she spoke at the Democratic National Convention in Kansas
set up a produce booth at guished itself as a community,"
family
City. Mo Monday
a Lexington farmer's market and Hersman said. "It's a type of
encouraged shoppers to buy response we don't always see at
extra vegetables to donate to a other accident scenes. People
charity for the homeless. Such everywhere — on the streets, in
causes always interested Larry restaurants, in their churches
Turner, a former associate dean and neighborhoods, everyone
at the University of Kentucky's was affected. They all on that
Sunday stopped what they were
College of Agriculture.
— Dudley.
DENVER
(API
Other family members have doing and began to help in whatIn the truck, officers found
Authorities are investigating
whether a man arrested with Iwo rifles, including one with a chosen their own charitable way ever way they could."
While her colleagues at the
rifles, ammunition and drugs in scope: a bulletproof vest: boxes to mark the days leading up to
his truck made statements of ammunition; walkie-talkies: the second anniversary of the NTSB voted to pin almost all the
threatening Barack Obama. hut and suspected narcotics. Dudley crash. Kevin Fahey, whose son. responsibility for the crash on
Thomas, was killed, called it the pilots for missing clues they
emphasize he never posed a said.
were on the wrong runway.
Aurora police, on edge "Just a marvelous idea."
"credible threat" to the candiThanking the Lexington Hersman wrote a concurring
date or the Democratic National because of heightened security
surrounding the Democratic community also will be a major opinion that found various other
Convention.
Federal and local authorities convention in Denver. alerted theme of a public memorial components of the aviation safeservice planned for 7 p.m. ty system failed the Comair pashad scheduled a news confer- federal authorities.
Three hours later. at 4:30 Wednesday at the Mitchell Fine sengers that day.
ence for this afternoon, but U.S
Some have been corrected,
Attorney Troy Eid downplayed a.m. Sunday. federal agents Arts Center at Transylvania
arrested Nathan Johnson, 32, at University. Hundreds showed up she said, but NITSB chairman
the case.
"We're absolutely confident a hotel in Denver. He was being for last year's memorial service. Mark Rosenker sent a letter last
there is no credible threat to the held on drug charges. Dudley which focused largely on the Friday to the Federal Aviation
slow
for
candidate. the Democratic said.
first responders — including the Administration
A half-hour after that, 33- officers who rescued the lone progress on two others dealing
National Convention, or the
James with preflight runway checks.
co-pilot
people of Colorado." Eid said in year-old Shawn Robert Adolf survivor.
jumped from a sixth-story win- Polehinke. from the charred FAA says it has approved the
a statement.
regulations but is waiting for
FBI spokeswoman Kathy dow when authorities tried to cockpit.
Wright zonfirmed the FBI was arrest him at a hotel in suburban
Fahey, who lives in Kansas. them to be published.
Besides those. Hersman says
investigating reports the man Glendale. police said.
attended last year's service but
Adolf was hospitalized and plans to stay home and mourn she would like to see sweeping
had threatened Obama. who will
be in Denver this week to accept was being held on SI million privately with his family this other changes, including mandated use of "moving map"
the Democratic nomination for bond for several outstanding year.
drug
involving
president. The Joint Information warrants
"We've got to come to grips computer systems in commerCenter — a command set up by charges.
with things here," he said. cial cockpits, which would
Dudley didn't say what tied "We'll be together with family, essentially serve as a GPS syscity, state and federal authorities
to field media inquiries during the men together but said more extended family, close friends. tem for runway navigation.
She also wants airports of all
the Democratic convention — arrests were possible. One of the We'll honor Thomas' memory
said it had no immediate com- rifles was stolen, and authorities and remember those that were sizes to redraw the markings on
had traced it to Kansas. Dudley lost with him, share fond memo- their runways, making the letters
ment.
The action started around said. It wasn't known if the three nes and good stones."
and numbers larger and the
1:30 a.m. Sunday when police in men had attorneys, Dudley said.
The Comair jet tried to take instructions clearer. Lexington's
Dudley said Gartrell was off from an unlit, general avia- airport took this step shortly
the eastern suburb of Aurora
stopped a truck that was swerv- being investigated for methatn- tion runway that was too short after the crash, even though
ing erratically. The driver. 28- phetamine and firearms viola- for commercial planes. It NTSB largely absolved it of
year-old Tharin Gartrell. had a tions. Gartrell. who has no clipped trees and a perimeter blame.
suspended driver's license, and known address, was being held
the truck was rented in the name at the Arapahoe County jail on
of another person, said Aurora S5(i,((B) bail on drug and
Marcus weapons charges.
Detective
police

Official: Suspect wasn't a
'credible threat' to Obama

(Tuesday).
Mr. Triplett, 63, Irvin Cobb Road. Murray, died Saturday, Aug.
- 23, 2008. at 3:10 a.m. at NEA Hospital, Jonesboro, Ark. A retired
meat cutter for Kroger, he was of Baptist faith. Preceding him in
death were his wife, Debbie Tnplett, his father. J.H. Triplett . and
one sister, Mary Sue McBroom. He was born Jan. 18, 1945 in
Luxora, Ark. Survivors include his mother, Edith Triplett, Luxora;
one daughter, Melissa gtriftich, Farmington, Ark.; one son, Chris
Triplett, Memphis. Tenn.; two sisters, Rena Brown, Osceola, Ark..
and Betty Hartsfield, Luxora; one brother, Ervin Tnplett, Luxora;
three grandchildren.

Mrs. PAmy Helen Recker
The funeral for Mrs. Mary Helen Recker will be Wednesday at I
p.m. in the chapel of Arrington Funeral Directors, 148 W. University
Parkway. Jackson, Tenn. Rev. David Miller and Rev. Stan Griffin
will officiate. Bunal will follow in the Highland Memorial Gardens,
Jackson. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 7 p.m.
today (Tuesday).
Mrs. Recker, 74, Jackson, Tenn., formerly of Murray. Ky.. died
Saturday. Aug. 23, 2008, at Forest Cove Manor. Jackson. She had
retired from Murray-Calloway County Hospital after many years of
service. She was a member of Westover Baptist Church, Jackson,
and a former member of Memonal Baptist Church, Murray.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Harry Edwin Recker;
one son. Harry Timothy Recker; two brothers, Charles and Jimmy
Cotner; one granddaughter. Stephannie. Survivors include one son,
Jeff Recker and wife, Mary Kay, and one daughter, Kathy Oster,
four brothers, Billy, Douglas, Larry and Stanley Cotner, all of
Jackson; one sister. Christine Laporte. Lakeshore, Fla.: eight grand.
children, Malinda, Trisha. Jason, Josh, Tyler, Taylor, P.J. and
Matthew.

Daniel A. Davidson
A graveside serNice tor Daniel A. Davidson was today (Tuesday)
at 11 a.m. at the Evans City Cemetery, Evans City, Pa. Rev. Kenneth
Baringer of Garwood Baptist Church, Coal Center, Pa., officiated.
. A. Carl Kinsey-Ronald N. Volz Funeral Home. Evans City, was in
charge of arrangements there. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home of
Murray was in charge of arrangements in Murray, Ky.. Online condolences may be made to www.kinsey-volzfuneralhome.com.
Mr. Davidson, 48, Ky. 121 South, Murray, Ky., died Friday. Aug.
22, 2008, at 10:05 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital_ He
was a carpenter and was born June 18, 1960 in Homestead, Pa. His
father, Clyde C. Davidson. preceded him in death. Survivors include
his wife, Ruth Davidson; his mother, Cora Lee Bannger Davidson,
and one brother, Dennis Davidson and wife. Linda, all of Evans
City; several aunts and uncles.

Harvey Hale Walker
The funeral tor Harvey Hale Walker was Monday at 3:30 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Brett Miles officiated. Pallbearers were Todd Williams, Kevin England, Ronnie
Williams, Mikel Owen. James Elkins and Neson Garland. Burial
was in the Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Walker, 77, Clayton Road, Murray, died Saturday, Aug. 23,
2008. at 4:30 a.m. at his home. A retired superintendent for DYNA
Electric, Owensboro. for 45 years, he was a member of IBEW
Union Local 1% for 55 years in Rockford, Ill.. a member of Murray
Lodge 105 of Free and Accepted Masons. and Sugar Grove
Presbytenan Church, Marion. Boni March 4. 1931, in Cnttenden
County, he was the son of the late Chester Hale Walker and Reba
Travis Walker. Also preceding him in death were one son, Robert
Hale Walker, and one brother. Jimmy Travis.
Survivors include his wife, Joan Walker, to whom he was married
in 1952 in Corinth, Miss.: two daughters. Janet Miller and husband.
Joe. Murray. and Debbie Puffer and husband, Terry. Cloverdale
Ind.; five sisters, Betty Davis, Ellisville, Mo., Ann Herzer and husband, Don. Scottsdale. Ariz.. Sue Powers and husband, Hazel,
Sullivan, Fran Gobin. Dixon, and Judy Woodring and husband,
John, Bowling Green; one brother, James H. Walker and wife, Lilly.
Murray; four grandchildren; three great-grandchildren.
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What's Cookin'?

Prebuy Gas Sale!
•
•
•
•
•

No charge for tank set
Really Cheap First Fill Gas Price
Locked-in Gas Pnce for 12 months
No charge for swapout of competitors tank
Premium HD-5 Propane Gas

• Buy a Tank and save more
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CleYron Texaco Corp 85.91 •0.40
.....5,44 - 0.19
Daimler Chrysler
25 10•031
Dean Foods
79.67 • O.%
Exx on-Mobil
4.31 0.08
Ford Motor
0.19
General Flectric .......
+ 0.10
Gerieral
(assasmithidior ADR ....46.55 •0.6)1
Goody ear
HopF ed Bank*
IBM

-0.09
11.75 B 11.90 A
121.91 - 0.4/5

+0.19
Kroger
..20.03 - 0.10
Martel
• 0.68
McDosalds
15_32 + 0.32
Merck
27.54- 0.12
Microsoft
0.05
Penne,
Pepaico. Inc...--.-4&84 • 0-21
•0.03
Regions Financial .....
•0.06
Scbering-Plough
8649 039
Sears Holding Corp
-15.68•1.01
lime Warner
S Bancorp ....--------90.45 + 4.22
CST..
33.27 •IA
+ 41.2.5
WellYnint Inc
9&28 - 0.27
Wal•Mart

HIWARD LYONS
NO ADDED DELIVERY FEE

Calloway County Propane Gas
3040 Street Route 94 East
Murray Kentucky
753-7485 • toll tree 1-888-272-0559

Fonanoal Consultants
Ron Arant Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270 753 3366 I 800 444 1854
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tookingBack
II years ago
Published Is a picture of Janet
Eutrrell hanging a sign denoting
a SOW seal in the Regional Special Bens (enter ai Murras State
University Seats are now tieing
sold to the public The photo was
by Stall Photographer Bernard
Kane
h.enlake State Resort Park will
host the ninth straight Hot August
Blues Festis al Aug 28- At Proceeds will go to the Marshall and
Callow as County Habitat for
Humanities Chapters
Births reported include a bos
to Non,', and Brad New some.
Aug 20
NI years ago
The second annual "Show and
Shine leatunng antique cars, will
be ((anomie.% at the How at-d BranLon Farm
Published is a picture of Joanna Adams. food sees ice director
for Callow as County Schools with
Janice McCuiston. Melissa Row Land. Jean Barger. Ernestine Barg!, and Mildred Adams. food sent-Fe emplosees. attending the Amer
Scan School Food Sees ice Conlierence at San Antonio, Texas
; Births reported include a ho,
Rhonda and Keith Humphres.
girl to Christina and Hank Parkas. a ho, to Linda and Michael
trolinger and a girl to Mimi arid
Etheridge Aug 22
30 years ago
The FICA Mun-as State Uruseraty Lilo-ars. named Harrs Lee
building. will be dedStated on Sept 2 at 2 p m Edwin
• Norns of Kingsport. Tenn will
rse the speaker
; Dr Michael Travis Ridley an
tral surgeon. has opened his prachce with offices at the Murras Callowas Counts Hospital medal arts building
' Mr and Mrs Wattle Ellis will

mamed for 50 Stein Sept 3.
• MC. Garrott writes about Mr.
and Mrs Grogan Roberts of North
fah Street. Murray. in his column.
"Garrort's Galley
be

10 years ago
Cohen Stubblefield has resigned
as sheriff of Calloway Count)

because 01 health r ASOOS His
wife. Fannie Stubblefield, deputs
clerk. has been installed as shetill-, according to Calloway County Judge-Executise Hall McCuiston
Published is a picture of Glen
MeCuiston with his senior champion and grand champion aged
cow of the Kentuckv State Fair
He is a member of Callow s
Counts High School Chapter of
the Future Farmers ot Amenca
and the son of Mr and Mrs W D
McCue:ion
Births reported include a girl
10 MI and Mrs V.illiani Ralph
Oliset. Jul) 30
54 years mg*
Murray Training School will
open for classes on Sept 9. according to Mac Mac Raney. school director
Joe B McDougal. mineman.
United States Noss, is sersing
aboard the sutorianne USS Howard
W Gilmore, operating with the
Atlantic Elect_ He is the son of
Mr and Mrs R P. McDougal.
Recent births reported at Murras Hospital include a tios to Mr.
and Mrs James Brandon. a ho',
to Mr and Mrs Bills Smith and
a girl to Mr and Mrs Herirs Higgins
60 years ago
Boys and girls from 12 Kentucks counties will attend the Purchase Trade% ater 4-H Club Camp
at Murray State College. Enrollment of 200 to 2S0 is expected.
Mrs. Walter Baker. president
of the Morriss High School Unit
of the Parent-Teacher Association.
hosted a meeting of the Executive Board at her home Other members present were Mrs Pat HackC.
ett. Mrs E.0 Parker. Mrs
Elkins. Mrs. Frank Albert Stubblefield, MIN. Burgess Parker. Mrs.
Robert Halts. Mrs. Glyco Wells
and W.B. Moser.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Will Ed Whitnett, Aug. 21.
Boat races will be held Aug.
29 at the Irvin Cobb Resort. located 11 miles east of !Murray

COMI6/ FEATURES
Silence during pledge
is not a sign of disrespect
DEAR ABBY: Would you

please tell your readers that
not reciting or participating in
the Pledge of Allegiance does
NOT mean that someone is a
"bad Amencan"?
For religious reasons. I cannot say the Pledge. I sit quietly
while
it's recited,
but unfortunately. others
can't
keep quiet
my
about
silence
They make a
scene and
Dear Abby begin interrogating me
-- especially
By Abigail
at sporting
Buren
Van
events Others have better manners, but
still insist that I stand in
'respect" -- but standing IS
participating.
Abby, I have been punched,
kicked, cursed at and spat
upon, often in front of my
children_ People scream about
their war records or their soldier relatives. Well. I have kin
"over there," too. Please do
not assume that non-participants
are bad people. They might
even be Canadian' -- SILENT
SUPPORTER, BENSON, N.C.
SUPSILENT
DEAR
PORTER: Thank you for a

letter that may educate those
who do not understand that
reciting the Pledge of Allegiance does not automatically
make them more patriotic -or better Amencans -- than
those who do not. Physically
or verbally attacking someone
because the person doesn't conform is not a sign of patriotism. It's a symptom of intolerance. and should_get the guilty

yolaillistary
By The AssocIated Press
Today is Tuesday. Aug 26. the
1.39th day of 2008_ There are 127
days left in the year
Today's Highlight in Blistery:
On Aug 26. 1920. the 19th
Amendment to the U.S. ConstituAmerican
guaranteeing
lion.
women the nght to vote, was cerfted in effect by Secretary of
slate Bainbridge Colbs
On this date:
i In 55 B.0 . Roman forces under
4uhus Caesar ins ailed Britain. hut
'achieved limited success.
; In 1883 the island volcano
pCrakatoa began catacIsSMIC eruptions, leading to a massive explosion the following day
In 1936. the Anglo-Egyptian
Treaty, calling for most British
troops to leave Egypt_ was signed
in Montreux. Switzerland tit was
Abrogated by Egypt in 1951 r
In 1958. Alaskans %seat to the

parties tossed out of the events.
For anyone who may not
already know, Quakers do not
take oaths -- even in courts
of law -- nor do they salute
religious symbols. The person
remaining silent (and seated)
when the Pledge is recited could
also be a member of a religion outside the Judeo-Christian mama. or even a member of a certain sect of Buddhism
Dear Abby advice for the
day. When in doubt, keep your
mouth shut.
000

DEAR ABBY: I am in des-

perate need of your wisdom.
Recently I went out of my
way to help my sister get a
very good job. She's always
down on her luck and seems
to get laid off for no good
reason.
Well, now that she's working with me. it's crystal clear
why she can't keep a job more
than a few months. She's in
her late 20s. but acts like she's
still in high school. Each morning she describes every intimate detail of her adventures
from the night before. She
calls in sick frequently, then
goes on and on about her
health conditions, most of
which are so far-fetched they
are impossible to believe.
I have tried to speak casually with her about saving her
stones for break time, but she
doesn't "get it." Now there are
rumors that she will be fired
soon. Because we don't work
in the same area of the office.
I figured I was OK. but today
I overheard co--workers discussing what a mess she was.
How 413 I protect what is left
of my credibility and fix this
nightmare? -- HUMILIATED
IN OREGON
DEAR

polls to men* helminels vote in
favor of statehood
In 1961. the original Hockey
Hall of Fame was opened in Toronto.
In 1964. President Lyndon B
Johnson was nominated for a term
of office in his own nght at the
Democratic National Convention
in Atlantic City. N
In 1978. Cardinal Albino
Luciaru 01 Venice was elected the
264th Pope of the Roman Catholic
Church following the death of
Paul VI The PC% pontiff took
the name Pope John Paul I
In 1986. an the so-called -preppie murder case." 18-year-old Jennifer Levan was found strangled
in New York's Central Park: Robert
Chambers later pleaded guilty to
manslaughter and served 15 years
in prison
Ten years ago. Anorney General Janet Reno reopened the inves-

Jink 13 V 13 L.LE E.SiC)

tigation of the assassination of
cisil nghts leader Martin Luther
King Jr., focusing on two allegations of a conspiracy beyond James
Earl Ras I A Justice Department
itivestigainot later rejected allegations that conspirators had aided
or framed James Earl Ras in
King's assassination s Hurncane
Bonnie drifted ashore in North
Carolina and began creeping up
the coast, packing heir, s rains and
high winds
Fist- sears ago In the face of
criticism_ President Bush defended his handling of the war and
reconstruction of Iraq, telling an
American Legion conference in
St. Louis the fight was essential
to the U S campaign against terrorism. Investigators concluded that
NASA's overconfident management and inattention to safety
doomed the space shuttle Columbia as much as damage to the
craft

Murray Ledger It I

Start low with

niacin treatment
it well For these people, I recDEAR DR. GOTT: In a past
recommended ommend omega-3 oils or flaxseed
column, you
replacing Lipitor with either oil These do not, to my knowlomega-3 fish oil capsules or edge, have any side effects, but
macro. I have elected to try the cholesterol testing is still imporniacin. You said to start with t/el to determine whether the
treatment is working. If thai
500 milligrams per day, and 1
done fails, try combining therapy sucl
have
this for a as niacin and fhoiseed oil daily
of This can also reduce the dosage
couple
weeks. Now of the niacin, leading to a smallwant to er incidence of side effects.
As tor red yeast rice, I do
increase the
dosage but not recommend it because it is
don't know basically a natural form of the
to drug Mevacor, which is a statin
what
increase it to. It is more likely to cause side
Should I go effects similar to those of other
1,000. stems, such as muscle/joint pain
to
or and liver damage
1300
To give you related informaBy
2.000 miIDr. Peter Gott ligrams? tion. I am sending you copies
Maybe of my Health Reports "Undermore? Also, how long should I standing Cholesterol- and "Dr
stay on the niacin? I would also Gott's Compelling Home Remelike to know your opuron on dies DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
red yeast rice. I have noticed
a raised growth on my left eyethat you don't mention it.
DEAR READER: Niacin is lid, similar to a wan Is there
an excellent alternative choice for any way to remove it? I don't
lowering cholesterol levels. I want to go to the hospital or a
often recommend patients stan doctor for this
DEAR READER: You may
with a low dose of 250 to 500
milligrams daily and then slow- have a cyst. skin tag, wart or
ly work up to 1.000 to 1.500 other harmless lesion. Howevmilligrams daily, usually in incre- er. because it is on the delicate
ments of 250 milligrams. This skin of your eyelid. it should
is primarily to allow the body be examined and, if necessary.
to get used to the vitamin and removed by an ophthalmologist.
Because of the sensitivity of
to reduce the chance of side
the skin and the risk of permaeffects. namely. flushing
It is important to have your nent damage to the eye. I am
cholesterol level checked every not aware of any safe way to
few months, as well as liver remove the growth at home. If
function to ensure that the niacin you attempt this, you may cause
is working and not causing any temporary or permanent blindness. It is best to leave this to
damage.
the professionals.
Some people are very sensitive to niacin and can't tolerate

Dr. Gott

esetractliridge
The Law of Probabilities

HUMILIATED:

Your sister appears to be not
only immature, but also suffers from an exaggerated need
to be the center of attention.
Her work ethic could also use
some retooling.
While she may be an embarrassment to you. she is not a
reflection on you or your career.
When she's gone -- and if the
minors you're hearing are accurate, you should start the countdown now -- speak privately
to your bosses and apologize
for any inconvenience your sister has caused them. That's all
you owe them.
If your sister should ask.
and only if, then tell her why
she was let go. But casually
hinting around won't change
her. and she may have to leam
these lessons the hard way
•
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded b her mother, Pauline Phillips.

South dealer
Both sides sulnerable

NORTH
•.1 4
•A Q 105
•A Q 106
•l08 3
WEST
08
V/ 9 7 4 3
•.1 9 5
•().1 94

EAST
47 52
•K 62
•K 8 4 3
•A K 7

SOUTH
;
K Q 10
•8
2
7
•
+6 5 2
The bidding
North East
South %ea
44
All Pass
Pass
3•
of clubs
queen
Opening lead
•A

Here is a typical case. West leads
the queen of clubs, which holds, and
another club. Lau taking the A-Is
1-elSt then returns a trump
Haying lost the first three tricks.
South must now decIde whether to
take a heart finesse or a diamond
finesse Each has an equal chance of
winning. so it might seem that on.,
could mental's) loss a coin to settle
the matter But actually. there is a
cicaricco percentage play
The proper approach is to win
the MINT tvturn, lead e nrail to the
ace, ruff a heart, cross to dooms
with a trump and ruff the ten to
hearts
IN the setaal layout. the king of
hearts fails on the ten, so no finessc
at all is necessary Declarer events
ally discards his losing diamond on
dx: heart queen and makes four
spades
The athaatage in the reconi
mended line of play is really more is
matter of common sense than any
thing else. If declarer relies on
straiaht finesse in either suit, he has
Just a 50 percent chance of succeed
mg But if he tries to drop the king of
hearts by first Rifling two rounds of
the suit, he maw-naffs increases his
chance of success At the same time.
he presers es his 50 percent chance of
winning a finesse in diamonds if the
bean line does not fall

Declarer is ofk.a presented with a
choice of two lines of play. either of
which could be nght or wrong
depending on how the defenders'
cards are dis ides'
Ii such cases, declarer should naturally opi for the play that offers the
greatest chance of success While it
is true that the right plias will occassurialls turn out wrong, and the
wrong pia)will occasionally turn out
right, cis er the long haul declarer will
surds be better off if he makes the
plas fas ored by the percentages
Tomirrow t. Sylvia misapplies a rule.

Crams*
ACROSS

1 Fold-up bed
4 Stallone tough
guy

IB L_ CIINS 0111E ICD

"Your eyes are
beautiful," he said.

44 Kegler s target

46 Price add-on

22SPaghetb

61 Kind of critic
62 Soothes
63 Put out of sight

letters
30 'The Zoo Story'

PEANUTSO

43 Swenming-pooi
Inc

9 PD dispatch
12 Gleeful snout
13 Praise highly
14 Marquee notice
15 London
flashlight
17 Rustled
19 Active sort
21 Old card game
sauce herb
(2 wds
25 Foul callers
29 Appliance-tag

4GARVIEL.

40 Stray calf
42 Prom honoree

gentler
32 Bard
or rninstrel
33 Make a breeze
35 Thresholds
37 Untold in verse
38 Golfer —
Couples

49 Microwave.
slangily
50 Manachi wear
5.4 Port near Kyoto
57 Perfume label
word

58 Bug rrr.fddle
60 Food fish

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Vet patient
Gloating cry
Late
Repairs a boot
Tomahawk
Rockies e g
Tureen
Jumble
Embers finally

Answer to Previous Puzzle

UD OUOOM MMO
OWO MUM= OOP
MOOED@ UMMOOM
DOM BOUM
MOMO MO DON E S
AU
MOO MOU0
MG UOMOSOO G P
MOO ODOM MOO
MEMO OM U000
O)MOO UOU
DOMOMU MOMMOO
XIE OR000 @MO
1IEORMMO iEü
8-26 .0 2008 Unned Feature Syndicate Inc

10 In front of
in combos
Ii Physique
slangily
16 Miter for rum
18 Broth

MEM =MEM WM
MEM MEM
EWAN MMINNIMM
NEM MOM
MMEMMINI Mang
WM MMINIM MOM
MBA EMMA OMM
Mal MEM
MO= MMIIMMEM
dad MEM
MMAIMMEd OMMEd
Mom MIME MO
ME MOM MINI

20 Overzealous
22'- the
Vampire
Slayer.
23 Danger signal

24 Serious
offender
26 Alley Oop s
kingdom
27 7-Up rival
28 Not gentle
31 Hoops great
—Baylor
34 Toshiba nvai
36 Winding

39 The facts
41 Cartoon
shrieks
45 Downy hurt
47 Basilica part
48 Lucy Lawless
role
50 Shark habitat
51 Maize unit
52 Sarne
old routin?
53 Airline to
Stockholm
55 Garden-pond
fish
56 Supplement
59 Santa— N
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baby

$8.50 Column Inch, Mr , Discount 2nd Run,
40'1 Discount Ird Run
AU 3 ..4J• Must Run With,n Dau
$3.35 per column inch extra fur Monday (Shopping C....de r

Loft fag Rent

200 For SO,
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11101or•
Harm

awls Paris
Sport OM! Vellica.

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less -

100 Cars
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11401 TrYCILII
Campos
0003 laolon
Sonecoo 0000
For Column
ToOriocoa 110010

Over 20 words $.50 each

Additional Consecutive Days:$12 per word per day.
ha Smart Saver(Mum Classatieds go into Smart Saver)

35 extra

Sart S/41
Twain

11us

lainsdis
This*

blip*
11111µ
Perils&

Fair,

Ns I

a 706 .suaor.X: •):"
;,,artte- "(Cal: 1111:6- .i•
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ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
To PIace Your Ad Call the Classified Department at
qr 4tup by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

rim-Le
N°ree

Card of Thanks

Least
Make

I

Dear Friends,
There are no words to express
our gratitude to everyone who has
shown such an amazing out pouring of love during this time. Pam
touched so many lives and was a
blessing in so many ways. Thank
you for the love and compassion
extended to our family. Your
prayers, thoughts, and acts of
kindness are truly appreciated. We
are blessed to have a family,
church, and community that cares
and loves so much.
The Duncan and Whitlow
Families

The name of the district is Calloway County Public Library
District. It provides the residents of Calloway County,
Kentucky a.th public library service. It was created June 13,
1967 under authority of I then) ICRS173.710. It is governed by
the following board of trustees'
President: Matt Hale, 503 Maple Street, Murray, KY 42071.
(270)753-5411, second full term expires 2/9/2009.
Vice President: Randall Winchester, 506 Lynnwood Court,
Murray, KY 42071 (270)753-8167, second full term expires
10/15/2009.
Secretary: Althia Caldwell, 143 Queensway Drive, Murray. KY
42071,(2701 753-4040, second full term expires 8/10/2009.
Treasurer: Marshall Ward, 1308 Oakhill Drive, Murray, KY
42071,(270) 767-0398, first full term expires 8/10/2009
Board Member Nancy Mieure, P.O. Box 58, Hazel KY 42049.
(270)492-6477, first full term expires 8/10/2009.

•

Naas

Public Library Beard of Trustees for

THE

Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do ocxxir
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein

September 3,2008 at 4:00 p.m. at the
are believed to be repCalloway County Public Library. The utable, The Murray
purpose of the hearing is to inform Ledger a Times, nor
the public that the Calloway County any of rts employees
any msponsibilPublic Library District is proposing accept
rty whatsoever for their
anticipated
the 3.6 cent tax rate with
activities
revenue of $539,975. This tax rate
reflects a 4% increase in anticipated
revenue. The tax rate for the preceding year was 3.4 cents with anticipat- Wanted
or
Male
ed revenue of $469,084. The compen- female roommate No
sating rate is 3.5 cents with antici- pets. 1300 and half 'flitpated revenue of $524,976. The ches 2 car garage and
included
pool
expected revenue from personal Furnished or unfur
property is $126,433. The increase rushed bedroom Call
for the 2008 budget year is needed to 270-293-6405
provide funds for renovating the
sad Food
building and to offset the rising cost
of books, library materials, technoloReward, 5 yea
gy, equipment. and building mainte- $100
old. neutered male cal
nance.
," Whrte with
'Spark)
grey/black

The Kentucky General Assembly has
required publication of this advertisement and the information contained herein.

splotches
Lost July 30th southeast area
(270) 753-0273
FEMALE Fawn Pug
named Chloe lost in
the Irvin Cobb Road
area Reward Please

call 293-6091

NOTICE
The Fukal Year 2007-08 Annual Fiolincull Report of
the Murray Independent School District has been
posted on the Duanct webette for public viewing
If vac 0012 to view due report, go to the folloinng
eddrem
Clock on 'About Vs" at the top of the page. then
Other required documents are on
'
"Financial Into
file at the Murray Board of Educators°. 208 South
13th Street. Murray, KY 42071 Thom has been
pubi,shed in accordance "nth KM 160 463 and
KRS 424 20

Going on
Vacation?
Don't Stop Your
Paper, We'll
Save it For Thu

Waind
FULL time oplometnc
needed
assistant
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-C, Murray.
KY 42071
EARN extra income
Seasonal employment
preoanng income tax
return Classes available Call H&R Block in
Murray at 753-9204

ascosest--business
office seeking experireceptionist/
enced
Murano, Medi Send
rentirne to 2957 U S
Hwy 641N. Murray. KY
to
fax
or
42071
(270)759-1215

that tome of

year ond

everybody wants to ger
our die house Bur
before you 9o, psi make

uncle phone cal and
ask kir 'Vocation Pak •
That way you won't
evil, a single thing

When you cone back
catch up on Garfield
your city council leimi
bile editor, the
obituaries and eciiionati
We'll deans, your
'Vacation PM"
when you new

PART time mechanic.
Apply at Murray Rents"
& SM... 200 E. Mein

St. 753-0201.
DO you Mee erecting
wee,INN?
Wes Care Enterprises
may be lust tie place

The Murray Ledger & limes is seeking a solid print journalist to cover
variety of topics from city government
to Murray State University. A journalism degree, strong reporting, writing,
and proofreading skills a must Page
design and photography skills a plus.
Send resume and clips of previous
work to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071. No phone cabs.
Interested applicants must apply by
resume only; interviews will be granted w
qualified applicants AFTER resumes are
reviewed. Absolutely no on-the-spot
interviews will be conducted.
WI IRO

LEDGER&TIMES

*or* at

0
EDGERaNIES
1001

L

- winks

Whims& Ave., Murray, KY

Wee Care
1095.15th St
Murray. KY 42071

(270)753-5227

LABORER & dump
truck dnver. COL
required. Andrus
Excavating.(270)1:780343

767-0760
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
;n person at Sonic
Ortve-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
SPORTABLE
Scoreboards offers
opportunities fcir individuals who share our

We are in search of full
time, day shift empioyees to fill positions in
11
areas.
these
Electronic/cIrcult
board repair, some

SaeSeim
Ondirreau
SMitylldloais

required

Salary is commensurate with experience
Sportabl•
Scoreboards offers a
competitve comprehensive benefit pads-

Apply at 106
Max Hurt Drive. Murray
or direct resume to
mfg_ recruiting0scor

age

eboerd1.com

'
'1270-753-1916

Consistent

with its ongoing growth. PTL
is seeking enthusiastic, career minded
individuals to fill positions in several areas
within the Murray corporate headquarters in
entry to intermediate level, full-time positions Past exposure to the transportation

required
Applicants with computer (Word & Excel)
and telephone skills and experience In
industry is a plus, but, not

customer service, accounting, and/or
marketing are preferred Most positions
require attention to detail and ability to work
with management and decision makers

Successful employees typically demonstrate
a strong work ethic complemented by supenwntten and verbal commuor
nication, and ar.alybcal skills
We offer a competitive compeosanon and
benefits package

Submit resume to:
Human Resources
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.
P.O. Box 1689
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Home
AMANDA'S
Daycare has openings
in her home Small
daycare in a great
environment
home
accepted
Autobond
Low rates Please call
270-293-5212 or
270-753-7031

WILL clean houses
(270)293-5806

Local retail business
Excellent
for sale
income for husband &
wife team Includes all
and
inventory,
151
equipment For more
informabon call
630-561-0203

Illi

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
%PM'S/Upgrades

759.3556
leus
111.11t
Call Larry

CASH paid tor
good used guns
to work

housekeeping
days. afternoons and weekend'. Apply in per
son at Bnithaven of Benton 2607 Main SIM',
Benton. KY No phone calls please
FOLJAAIE

and self-addressed stamped enselope for return of photo to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040 Murray, KY 42071

042 TO THE LABOR DAY 1111116.1DAY
CLAS8lIIDDRADURRS HAVE, CHAMAIlle
214 Tiara. Aug, 26 st 1,00per
11;00 a.m.
Ave. 30 Is Wed. Aug. 77 Sc 1:00pat
1111112. 1 kt Thurs. Aug. 26 Sc 11.05sir
Sono Slept 3 is Thank Aug. 25 at 11110ara
NIL 21a rekkop Ars.. 26 at 11:00man
$ept 3 la Ride,Aug. 29 Sc 3.00poi

Aug. 29 Is OWL Aug. 27

Fuelidsgs

Arida
Far Ws
OR
ELECTRIC
1
PEDAL) BIKE FOR
beautiful
A
SALE
machine ready to help
save the environment
and eliminate experses To see pictures and
complete description
Hart0belle-mail
south net or call Had
Barnett 270-382-8483
or 270-832-0016

, LARGE
SELECTION'
USED Itr4t.o.poctip
WARD ELKINS

Benson Sporting
Goods. 519S 12th,
Murray

SCRAP
CARS

'oral Cranvnan sofa

seat. great
..oncktion. 5400/set
burgundy wingbacir
.:Stair $125; compute
And love

utch 1125. H Newest,

(270)./S3-1/)3.

l'.11I Ii F 41

ed, call 753-2059

I Pito l' i..1

o RI

I

Maytag washer & dryer set Like new.
top line, almond color For $400

(270) 753-3265
Red Eincas 30 cents
each.(270)436-2262.

Read it
All About
It!

SONY Rat Mimi rfs

ANTIQUES

fintihaven

DEADLJNE IS SEPT 2 AT 5PM

LOOKING to clean
houses, apartments.
offices, rentals. Call
Gayle
978-6897,
References

753-3633

bcriton rii,u has
position Must be able

Double Space - $18.00
MAXIMUM 40 WORDS

Housecleaning
270-759-9553

Cesieseers

Bnithascii of Baton itcult-end:, accepting appli•
RN • afternoon
Dom tor the following posaion
shift We offer competnise wages and an et.ellent
benefit package Mint he tanned in the Stale .4
Kentucky Apply in person at Britthaven ot Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton KY 420:5

Single Space - $12.00
(no more than two children per picture)
MAXIMUM 20 WORDS

Send payment. photo, names of grandparents. names)of child(ren).

ciiicressful candidates
self-motivated.
are
detail oriented and
take pride in the quality
of their work

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES INC
OFFICE. CLERICAL
AND ADMINISTRATIVE
OPPORTUNITIES

Jimmy & Um& allsais
Tracy 011iimpe

expenence required. 2)
Scoreboard assembly, using small hand
reading
and
tools
are
schematics

call us wc. tr,ll tn.
OH;to Help
,
'/Jrtair.1..atigtr,'

for you' Full bone arid
Pan time positions
evadable

"Vacation Pak."

metologist and mas
We
sage therapist
otter great employee
For more
benefits
informabon please call

GRANDPARENTS DAY
SPECIAL SECTION
September 6, 2008

positive commitments
and goals

The district financial records are located at the Public Library,
710 Main Street, Murray, KY 42071 and are available to the
public during the hours of 9:00-5:00, Monday through Friday
Please call (270) 753-2288 for an appointment.

In accordance with the provisions of
HI3 44 enacted by the 1979 Kentucky
General Assembly, a public hearing
has been set by the Calloway County

Nip Woad

Now hiring talented
energetic licensed cos

The Calloway County Public Library District, in fulfillment of
the requirements of KRS065.0701111cf publishes the following:

Public Hearing

L

Full in. of al Sony flat
panel TV's All the
newest makes and
including
moists
)(BR
Best
Sony s

tubs:Atm so las

series 0- display for

Mt RIM

free detcvery & set-up.
surround
Custom
sound installation also
available Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
Murray
action
Telephone
Electronics. Inc, corner of 8th and Arcadia.
(270)753-7567
STYLE Line Furniture
Couch 8 Sofa- navy,
gold
&
burgundy
design with 2 end
tables and coffee table
(cherry; $700/ Eddie
Bauer double stroller
$95 Call 767-9273 or
293-04441

LEDGER &TIMES
I

s

Local Man

3 um-MAIO
6 um -.....-$63.81/

1 yr.-41111.1111
lust of KYfrN
"nem

lawleism1

Al Oiler MY
fisdialpiras

3 ate.-2711L30 3- --.476.116
6 No.-YAM 6 me.-Ma
$126.45 1 yr.--SUM
1 yr
Cheek

Koury Order

Visa

WC

Name

I

St

drem

-

1
Zip

State

GET THIS
1 X1
AD FOR
$75.00
A MONTH
753-1916

I

I

Dastime Ph
I
Mail this coupon with payment to

Murray Ledger & Times

04

P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916

s

Muffs

CLASSIFIEDS

8 • Tuesday, August 24, 2008

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs

Apartments
1,(ic Ihupuid 1.)nie • Murray. KY 42071
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
And 1‘4, Baboon' Apanniene,
Central Heat and Air
Aiactainp Applicanon.
Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 pin.j
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Cf

233
Hans sumisrimp

M

ob Fer flue

'up ouaiity
nsignrnent furniture
i.Lessones and
antiques
Rood Interiors
b03 Main Si
53-6361

g

(AA) Government Funds available

ess Fer

3 Br. brick on Melrose
Drive, 2 Be. new can
tral twitiew, all elector
bog tencea backyard
2-car garage, dish
Stove
washer
hook-up. ST)/ lease
$850 Call
270-767-0615
3I3R, 1 BA. gas. water.
lawn care included. No
pets 587 Van:Neve
Rd $675 per month
Call 978 0880 after
5Prn

Carwanalse
Redo Misid
Rental horny &
Property
=
Seiviccril
1"
Call 761-7335
wsra kaalauessakcars
DUPLEX. 2 BR I BA,
nes:stances furnished
15004- deposit
References required
761-4402 or 227-7965
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, Large 2 bedroom
with deck and outside
storage At appliances
including
washer
dryer, and dishwasher
$500/mo. 759-5885 or
293-7085.
Large
studio
apt.
above Bradley Book
Co on campus, newly
emodeled
1303
Street
Chestnut
$675/mo
Includes
water and sewage
(270)293-3710

arm Eipilmant
2N Ford Tractor &
BJshog $1.750 8 Adis
Chamber 5' Wood's
mower 978-5655

Buffett 812 Clarinet
used one year, very
good condrbon, excellent tor band students
S250 753-3190
FENDER Cyberdeluxe
guitar amp, like new
condition, great amp,
retail price $900 set
ton $425 753-3190
Mobile Maws For We
30? LAND? Own land
have family land
you can
available
qualify for $0 down
FREE
for
Call
APPROVAL
731-584-9429

A8F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4964
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1.800-646-6056

Moak hems For Rom
2 BR. $295
753-6012
Huge 3 BR 2 BA in
Anderson
Shores
Lake around corner
S500 month includes
gas, electric and water
Depose required.
270-362-2705 or
270-205-6525
Fer Audi
t1 -7--1
7
Atsier 1151
'4 2 bedroom Apts
available amigo tc
MSU. College Farm
Apts. 978-1123
1 & 2 BS bedrooms
near MSU. Coleman
RE 753-9898..
1 BR apt, various toecations Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
2 BR, 2 BA duplex.
very nice with intercom
system, walking distance from MSU, all
appliances included,
handicap accessible
No pets $650
753-5344.
2BR IBA duplex.
Appliances. 1304
Peggy Ann. Section 8
ok. 270-753-0259
28R duplex,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations Coleman RE
753-9698
28R& 3811 apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905
3 BR house, C/H/A 1
2, & 3 BR Apt.
753-1262. 753-0606,
761-3894,
4 BR. 2 BA. all appliances. Move in tree
days Coleman RE
753-9898
BEAUTIFUL country 2
BR apartment with
horse stalls available.
$675 489-2741.
DUPLEX 2 Br. 1 B.
new remodel, no pets
a furnished. $675 •
deposit 293-6430.

NOW Leasing at The
MurrayChase at
Offering tuify fumshed
apartments with new
Irving room furniture
and pedestal beds.
Utilities included with
onto
Log
cap.
www.myownapartment.com or call 270
759-3003 for additional
informabon.
TOWNHOUSES for
rent. 3 or 4 bedroom,
2.5 bath, 1,400 sq. ft.,
washer/dryer, refrigerator. oven, stove. disnwasher. 3 BR $6.30. 4
BR $800. No pets
Security deposit $800
1217 N 16th Si.
Murray. 270-348-0458
Close to MSU
14eadowtark
Tovmhouses

1 or 2 bedroom house
/^ country. Appliances
furnished, Central WA
8575.00 a month, one
year lease, one month
deposit. no pets Call
753-2905
2 BR home,
Farmington Separate
workshop and office.
Pets require extra
deposit. Cali 2476979.
2 BR house. I 1/2
blocks from University
8425. 753-5992
2 or 3 BR houses near
downtown
Murray.
753-4109.
ONLY 1 1/4 miles from
Murray City Limits and
M.S.U. on 121N. 38R,
IBA w/d, with 32x42
detached garage CNA
nisaIy remodeled . No
pots. Lease $600
month. 270- 753-1718

WANTED FOR LEASE OR
LEASE TO OWN:
Nice home outside of city limits,
on at east I acre (preferably more).
witl 3+ bedrooms, 2+ baths, Mini-

with garage(s)/outbuilding( s).
Excellent references.

mum 1700 sq. ft.

Call 1270)293-9800
or i270,293-7511

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGI
Units
Available
-Now Have
Climate Control

for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

I need to sell your housemy listings are low due to all
the aales we have had!
Call Steve Sammons
Cell 227-5818
Loretta Jobs Realtors'
r- 21
t4:
753-1492

Kentucky Lake
$3,750 olio
222-826-3430

185.1) St Pt 1.21S
*Murray KY 42071
270-753-5562
ML RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
721 S. 4TH ST.
Carew a(i21 s. a Gleeresbe.
liX le $25 19115 NO
12701434-2524
12701 23-o400

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
'Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Clean-up shop, utilities
para. washer & dryer
furnished 293-6430
OFFICE or retail space
available Pnrne location 753-2905,
293-1480
SHOP for rent
$450.00 a moan Call
753-2905 or 293-8595
STORAGE building
40x40, gas heat, insulated. located 406 1/2
Sunbury Circle Murray.
WOO/month Cat
Carlos Black
(270)436-2935

AKC Scottah Tens
wheaten
Puppies.
color. beckyhb0att ne
270-236-2210,
270-236-2751
Corgi puppies, child
friendly, had shots, reg
istered. $300
270-205-5784.
DOG Obedience
436-2858.
Shill Tzu puppies
AKC,/CKC male.
female S2503350
270-251-0310

Hay for sale round
bails 293-3114
873-9517

Murray Ledger I, iI.it Irsir
Hemming A.1 tieft.t•
Al real mute who-01.M herwr
• wiltr0 to the Federal Fir
Houtang Act, 1.1w h tnaltr.
111(101 to advertnt arn refer
ewe. 1.•,.:tation or &worm?.
non hated On far Mill! MI
•aa
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it,. or nattonal °nap ie inter
hon Sr rnakr an. will prefer
enkw. hmrtabont mm Jwarmna.
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in the wir rental ,tr Ahertnang
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addilmin h. Own.- rnaroed
tmdrr Irderai
IS, n linot.irtri, atter am
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booms For Sabi

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

tic*leorei
grime-474u
Debt Iteliefi
fl'70r61-Ildnie
iceni,ioes
isteasawsbuswass

I

500
2BA.
2BR
Chantilly
Drive
Appliances included
New flooring installed
throughout
Fenced
backyard
270-293-6771

753-3853

BUILDING lot for sale
2701210-3781
(270)559-3032

Wattled Pontoon style
houseboat
Suntradier7 In excel
lent condition, local
(2701 252-0852
Benton

42 be brick home
3131.on 7 acres in north
Calloway, fenced with
barns. Price reduced!
753-2761 293-2819 or
www.owners.com.WT
W7832
38R. 2 BA brick home
in wonderful neighborNew kitchen
hood
appliances, new carpet
& new Pella windows
Fenced back yard has
large deck and storage
building with electncity
Located 806 Bagwell
Blvd. $124.500 More
info at treeillOtrielelln:
cesmgy.coen #27196614
Gail 759-0674
4 BR, 2 BA brick
house on 3.6 acres
Large family room with
fireplace, basement
Toward New Concord.
$82,000
731-644-0783.
MOVE
ATTENTION
UP BUYERS. Owner
willing to trade. For
sale 4 Br. 2 Be, 2.534
sq tt up scale home,
new
construction.
II
Saratoga
Free
Subdivision.
message
recorded
ext
800-986-1789
2151 or direct
270-804-1655.

Ilis,M
LAWN %TRW
Mowing, Moot torn g
lands( aping &
teal Vat u toner g
Satnl at hon ituarantecd
753-1816 727-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 875.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

il
Hill Electsi
Since 1986
24 Nous ssienes
Re'.., Corn.. & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

I 753-9562
AlIrs
PRICED for quick
sale.
06 Kawasaki KX450F
05 Yamaha YZ 85
Both excellent
condition Will sacrifice
both less than NADA
value of one $4,200
Call evenings
435-4540
293-6588
Yamaha Kodiak 2x4
ATV. recent full service, like new, very low
miles. 2003 model pun
chased new 11-04,
with extras $2850
753-3190
2008 Roketta Tonga.
250 CC. 638 miles.
2,400 or best otter.
Lots of chrome
761-4849.
2006 Yamaha Y2450
FV yellow/black. 50t1,
Anreveisary Edition,
condition.
excellent
Must sell. 84.400
(270) 293-3403
2001 Big Bear 4wheeler. great shape
$1.100 obo. 227-2210

I
Greg Taylor
Attorney at Law
CoMraets, Deeds I
flD
CkinikP I
761-4558

150cc Go-kart/
Dunebuogy excellent
Condition '59-1569

USED TIRES
14,.1‘2 16

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal. gutter
(leaning, hauling. etc
Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters,
Rink & tree work
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 11 PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

I'lll:
Nlitt hell
Brosl'a
int.!

metal roof
CaN Damn at
270-752-0414
NEEC

a

Calhoon Construction,ut
FREELicensed
FREE
t'mates
Es
Insured
Esiirrates and

WW

Additions Drywall. Painting. Windows
Roofing. Decks. Sun Rooms,

-59-115011
-.7-1_1 t-

New 2-4
Bedroom homes
Riverfleld
Estates.
Matt Jennings]

20-7872
REDUCED,
LAKE house. If- re
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, water,
front lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
ramp
boat
Call
$248,500 00.
753-2905 or 293-8595.
WANT a tax credit of
$7500, call CENTURY
21 regarding details
on this four bedroom
brick. 753 1492

'.5 tt.iiii,ric
If I'5 I

2711-753-2279

Additiorti, eaoftsig,
& Home Piewii
1649/9

Carpet trFtoors
Ora 40 tan esp.
Saes I losstidiaion
OA Airt terse as eels
7

2002 Dodge Durango
4x4, one owner dua
air 84250 436-5508
293-5507

bust >gCUSTOM
oing call Marlon Cox
270-703-7452
270-437-3006

97 Explorer Eddie
Bauer, fully loaded.
everything.
power
leatther. Mustang GT
engine. $6 300 book,
54.300 obo 417-3373561

DNJ HANDYMAN
for all your handyman

6v,oi,h
Ii 'Wit)

I',

needs 293-5438

11 \ic...,.wv-,11
\I
\\.\(. .1
• weekly & spozial pick
• locally owned/operated
759-1151.293-17M
293-2734
I 'J111111.111 fr iii

3101 St Rt 121N
753-8087

01 Honda Odessey LX.
white103.000 miles I
owner, garaged, great
condition, $6,800 Call
753-3120.

1995 Mitsubishi 3000
GT, 112.000mi $3.800
293-5572

90 Toyota 4-Runner
pick-up with topper. 6
cylinder. 5 speed, runs
great. 166,000 miles
$3,500 978-6780

TAOYEAS
Construcbon
Pole Barns Garages
Additions Decks
Shingles & Metal
Roofing
Owner Daniel Troyer
(270)804-6884
Calloway
WEST
County Development
Dozer,
Track Hoe
ascetic* work, Septic
systems Top soil and
Gravel for sale, delivered 170-210-3791
270-559-2032
'tree
YEARRY S
Free estiService
mates Phone 4362562 227-0267

MINiATURE
Schnauzer mix seeks
oldcr companion for
TV. and quiet times
11
ousebroken.
Years, indoor kept,
Pans Landing, TN
-31 -232-8262

1270)7,,

IR X\ If-,
kSI'll 1.1.1

Wily Vends,

00 Dodge Caravan
$2950
00 Explorer Eddie
Bauer Edition 53.850
01 Kia Spoilage 4x4
$2 900
04 Buick LaSabre
$4,950
95 Pathfinder 4x4
$2.150
978-5655
1996 Volvo 960. runs
but needs work. Call
after 5.30 435-4011

TRENCHING
731-782 3951
731-336-5288

sedge. -.

mounted

house
CHARMING
near MSU on Miller
Ave. 1424 SQ tt 2-3
BR, 1 BA, kitchen/ dinning combo vaulted
ceilings, garage, large
lifillUsol Cars
[
fenced yard with deck
270-293-7133.
MUST see 99 Buick
GATESBOROUGH. 2
Park Avenue Ultra.
homes, FSBO.
Leather, all power,
4/3/3 3,000 AC. 4.000
local. Kelley Book
acres
.9
total.
$4.945. Best Offer.
$209,000 080
753-8096
completely
3/2/2
New
remodeled
2005 Honda Shadoq
everything 5154.900
750 Miro- Excellent
417-337-3561
condition 9.000 miles
MURRAY Estates 3 65,500 obo (270)527BA, 6918/(270) 703-2249.
BR
25
Immaculate tastefully
2004 PT Cruiser
decorated 5 acre lot
35,600 mites $6.500
7 67-2146
080 873-9387

16yis
ROOFING
1 year
experience
tabor guarantee Tear
oft nail over homes
and repairs Free estimates 227-5286

The. Place to

Call 753-5606
CALL CENTURY 21
regarding a First Time
Home Buyer seminar
You could De isegible
for a $7500 00 tax
credit This three
bedroom with acreage
could qualify for the
tax credit.
CENTURY 753 1492

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell Phone: 270-978-1007

Start

Starting at S20

0.6 Ii Sin

Lots For kis

vices Aerie

Screen Porches, Concrete and Repairs

Lab Re tielI

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units avertable
753-2905 or 753-7536

9,

Murray Ledger & Times

I M
Lawn Servin
Mowing. Trimming
mid Mulch Hauling
Ask for Mitch
270-227-0906

JOE'S JOBS
r.ka
!

(144

r

AISITAL 1,110
00VIIRet114

r

camas,

Cuirsos Door Seralce
Repair
Owner Grog Itansfiekl
(270) 293-14480
ML GARAGE DOOR
INSTALLATION Repair
and Maintenance for
residential and commercial doors and
openers 293-2357

HOTINC•108

Murrat

BTM EXCAVATING, LLC
•TraCkhoe •BaCkhoe •DOzer
•DriveWayS •Cleartng"

team's
Racer,
Lambt

*Ponds

•Septic SystOMS •DernOlitiOn.
We deliver gravel, fill dirt,
topsoil white rrick and pond clay

227-3032 Bobby
293-1991 Tripp
753-7646 after 6 pm

.N

PRE!

1‘
a

Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
Trees shaped, tnmmed or removed
Stump removal • All modern equipment
24 hour emergency tiers ice • Licensed Ai Insured

Ron Frame, Jr.
Res.: 270-474-0323 •Cell: 270-227-314()
"No job is complete until customer is satisfied

Iv lacauellie Near

for VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
***** Keep key goals in
Wednesday, Aug. 27, 2008:
Keep focused on the long term. mind so that you do riot get distraded. The unexpected occurs
:And you will gain immensely
when dealing with others. Call a
this year. You will work well
spade lust that, and you will be a
groups.
and
others
with
lot happier. You can control only
Network and touch base with you Conversations melt ownmany different people. and ers Tonight. Where the action is.
enjoy yourself as well. You will UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
get what you want, if you sim- **** Others continue to
ply remain yourself. You are Gil- choose to look up to you It is
more charming than you might much easier not to carry responor so it seems. Use your
he aware. Tension surrounding sibility.
instincts with a boss who could
home or family will dissipate
be touchy or difficult. A talk could
this year. If you are single, you
cause tension. Tonight, Make a
will meet someone, most likely must appearance.
through friends or a group. This SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
person just might be the one. If ***** Read between the
you are attached, you need to lines, and understand what is
work as a team toward a specif- happening in an important relaic goal. The process. as well as tionship. You want to honor
the accomplishment, will bond someone else's fragilities Try
what it is like to walk in
you even more. CANCER helps imagining
this person's footsteps Tonight
want.
you
what
you achieve
Where there is music
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
The Stars Show the Kind of 21)
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic, ***** A key partner can
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so: make a considerable difference
1 -Difficult
in your plans. YOU will want to
incorporate other ideas A boss
is observing and most likely
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** Your instincts give you admires your ability to integrate
insight and direction. You might different aspects of a situation
even surprise yourself with the Tonight: Say 'yes" to an offer.
end results. You have a way of CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
drawing in many of those with ***** Defer to others If
whom you relate daily Allow you're feeling reactive, make it a
greater security to build in a key point to pull back and underdomestic relationship. Tonight- stand exactly what triggers you.
Look and demand to see the big
Happy at home.
picture. Once you understand
TAURUS Acifil 20-May 20)
***** Keep talks open and the mechanism at work, you will
flowing, even if it means being relax. Tonight: Sort through invislightly uncomfortable. Realize tations.
that another person might see a AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
differently. *** Do plunge into work and
much
situation
Brainstorming results in greater get as much done as possible
Find time to relate. discuss and
openness
and
creativity
Tonight- Have a long overdue get feedback from a key partner
or associate. A Misunderstandchat.
ing with a friend can be worked
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Expenses keep piling out Note if you are changing
up, forcing you to pull back and your priorities Tonight Get
rethink a decision. You might some exercise
feel as if radical action is neces- PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
sary, especially after talking to a ***** You have solutions
partner. Family and personal and humcr You seem to be able
concerns mount Tonight Honor to handle any problems that
head in your direction. Loosen
your budget.
up with a boss who often antagCANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
***** Achieve what you onizes you Just remember This
must in order to call it a complete person is the boss, so do what IS
day. Ask questions using a gen- necessary Tonight Let your
tle interested approach. You imagination choose
might be too tired to deal with
last-minute upsets. Go for a walk BORN TODAY
to relax. Tonight: What would Novelist C S Forester (1899)
photographer, painter Man Ray
make you smile?
11890) writer and iournalist
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** If you can and would like Theodore DroisPr (18r ii
•••
to. take a personal day. You will
discover that you will be much Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
more effective and efficient if you Internet at http:/fwww.jacquedo. Everyone gets tired or bored Ilrieblgar.com.
with the status quo sometimes. (c) 2008 by King Features
Realize your limits and honor Syndicate Inc.
them. Tonight: Nap, then decide

SUBSCRII3E TODAY'
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MSU ready to 'buckle up and play'
GRIFFIN MORE CONCERNED WITH OWN TEAM, NOT OPPOSITION

MICHAEL DANN! Ledger & Times

Murray State head coach Matt Griffin appears dunng the
team's media day earlier in the month Griffin and the
Racers kick off the season Thursday at home against
Lambuth.

PREP VOLLEYBALL ROUNDUP

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Matt Griffin is ready to see his team
make a tackle or throw a pass against
someone other than a blue or white practice jersey.
With Lambudi University looming as
the season-opener for the Racers Thursday. the third-year MSU head coach know
his kids are tired of hitting on 'each other.'
"They have been for a couple of days
and probably longer than that," he said.
"We're ready for gameday, the coaches
are as eager as the players.'

When the Racers kick off again.' the
Eagles at 7 p m at Roy Stei.i.an Mach
urn, the one thing that Gntfin is more
eager to see than an actual opponent is
how well his team runs
Despite bnnging in a new offensive coordinator in Keeth Matheny who is known
for his spread. no-huddle, quick-strike.
pass happy offense. Griffin has always
been a coach content with the run. It's
actually the perfect combination for a
team whose whole goal in the offseason
was to simplify things.
'I want to see how well we run," Gnf-

COUNTDOWN To KICKOFF
Shirray State vs. Lambeth
When Thursday 7 p m
Where Roy Stewart Stadtum
Sorts* MSU leads 12-0
Last Meeting. MSU won 48,13 last season at Roy
Stewart

fin said. "From top to bottom -- speed.
wise — against every team we play Nat-'
urally against your first opponent is when
you get your first feel.
"I think we're a whole lot faster than we were a year ago and that's what I'm
anxious to ,ee
III See RACERS. 10

RACER BASKETBALL ROUNDUP

Murray falls
for first time
at Lone Oak
LADY TIGERS, LADY
LAKERS HOOK UP
THURSDAY AT MHS
Staff Report
Murray suffered its first loss of the 2008 season
Monday night, falling in two games at Lone Oak,
25-16 and 25-19.
Senior outside hitter Leah Dieleman led the Lady
Tigers with six kills and 11 digs while also contributing two assists. Sophomore setter Lauren Dieleman paced Murray with nine assists and also got
six digs and a kill.
Senior outside hitter Erica Brodie added seven
digs, one ace and an assist while senior libero
Christin Gong had nine digs. Senior middle hitter
Caitlin Herrington scored three kills, two digs and
a block.
Senior outside hitter Abby Dowdy contributed
two digs and an ace while freshman middle hitter
Catherine Claywell added a block and a kill each.
With the loss. Murray falls to 2-1 on the season and Lone Oak improves to 8-2. The Lady
Tigers delve into district play for the first time on
Thursday when they welcome Calloway County to
Tiger Gymnasium for a 6 p.m. start.
Murray's junior varsity squad also competed at
Lone Oak, falling in three games. The Lady Tigers
won the first game 21-18 but lost the final two,
21-19 and 21-14.
Taylor Butler led the JV squad with three kills
and three aces and Maria Speed paced Murray with
seven assists.

PREP GOLF ROUNDUP

Comets too strong
for Calloway on
golf course
TIGERS RAINED OUT; RE IL RN TO
ACTION AGAINST REIDIAND TODAY
Staff Report
Homestanding Carlisle County was too much for
Calloway County Monday afternoon at Dogwood
Hills Golf Course in Cunningham.
The Comets were paced by Zach Rambo's 37 en
route to a team score of 171. 11 strokes better than
the Lakers at 183.
Calloway was led by 2007 KHSAA state qualifier Daniel Harper. who shot a 42 in his return
from a wrist injury that sidelined him for the first
part of the season Rounding out the Laker contingent was Ryan Butler (43). Jeremy Pruitt (46) and
Cortland Kemp (52).
The Lady Ulcers played at Dogwood also, taking on Heath. Christine Cash was the medalist for
the Lady Pirates, shooting a 35 and leading Heath
to a team score of 183.
Calloway shot 211 as a team, led by Madison
Contri's 50. Kennedy Crawford (53). Hannah Ryan
(54) and Chelsea Holzschuh (54) finished out the
Lady Laker bunch.
Calloway's girls also competed Saturday at Paxton Park in the Paducah Tilghman Invitational. They
placed fourth overall.
The Laker boys take to Paxton Park today, where
they'll face Community Christian. Both Calloway
squads face Heath on Wednesday at Silos Golf Club
in Kevil.
Murray was scheduled to take on Graves County Monday at South Highland Country Club. but
was rained out after about three holes. The Tiger
squads will take on Reidland at Murray Country
Club today.

MICHAEL DANN

Ledger & Times

Danero Thomas spent nearly a month as part of the Al.A collegiate basketball team that toured part of Afnca, including Senegal. Mali and Guinea. Thomas called the trip 'a life changing expenence '

International Flavor
JUNIOR RACER CALLED SUMMER AIA TRIP 'A LIFE CHANGING EXPERIENCE'
By MSU Sports Information
Murray State student-athlete Danero Thomas enters his junior season with the Racer basketball team after having a life-changing experience over the summer with Athletes In Action.
From late May to early June. Thomas was part of an A1A collegiate basketball team that toured parts of Africa, including Senegal.
Mali and Guinea. His trip was filled with community service. Bible
study and basketball.
"It's hard to explain all that I experienced on this trip." Thomas:
said. "I can tell you that it changed my life."
Thomas said he could sum up the trip in three areas — faith. corn-j •
munity service, and basketball.
Thomas arrived in Dayton. Ohio, on May 25 and spent four days there as the team prepared for tht. trip. The team flew from Dayton
to New York to Paris and, finally, to the small country of Senegal.
In all. Thomas was on an airplane for more than nine hours.
"It was crazy," Thomas said. "I'd never been on a plane for that
long."
Senegal is located in western Africa bounded by the Atlantic Ocean
to the west, Mauritania to the north. Mali to the east and Guinea to
the south.
The AIA team stayed in Senegal at a small boarding school and
played the Senegal national team in front of a crowd of 3,000.
"They had some different rules that we had to get used to," Thomas
said. "For example, they called traveling a little strange and you could
goal tend after the ball hit the rim."
At Senegal. the AIA team gave basketball shoes to the national
team. They also went to two high schools to visit with students.
After a flight to Mali. the team stayed another week, and made
visits into Guinea.
"Mali was a very beautiful place." Thomas said.
The AIA team played nine games while in Mali and won them all.
From a basketball perspective, Thomas improved as a player and
actually spent some time at point guard.
"I had never played the point before. I had fun doing it. but I prefer the wing," Thomas said.
He played 10 games on the trip plus practice time and used it all
to prepare himself for the 2008-09 season with the Racers.
"International basketball is very physical." Thomas said. "You have
to play physical or you won't succeed, and that's going to help me
Times
Ledger &
MICHAEL DANN
this season, having experienced it."
Danero Thomas played 10 games on his summer AIA trip
The biggest change for Danero Thomas came before he left the
seaupcoming
Racer
the
for
himself
prepare
to
and used it
U See THOMAS,10
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TITANS ROUNDUP

Bironas is business as usual

SPONSORED DV STUART ALEX•NDE

'Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.

TITANS KICKER NOT RUSHING RETURN FROM INJURY
By TERESA M. WALKER
AP Sports Writer
NASHVILLE. Tenn.(AP) —
Its been a month since AllPro Rob Bironas has kicked in
public, at least in the view of
someone outside ot the Tennessee Titans.
He might not kick Thursday night in the preseason finale
in Green Bay, but that's not
What matters to the Titans or
Bironas. The goal is having
him as healthy as possible for
the Sept. 7 opener against Jacksonville after Bironas injured

CARDINAL FOOTBALL ROUNDUP

By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) --- it took Earl
Heyman all of one practice for the Louisville
defensive lineman to know things would be a
little bit different this year for the Cardinals.
"I think ;he first time we put pads on we
had four concussions on both sides of the ball,"
Heyman said. "People were coming down field
and 'pow. pow, pow."
It was fun. For about a day. The three weeks
since haven't been quite as festive. There have
been fights arid dustups as the Cardinals have
tried to incorporate the "iron sharpens iron"
mentality brought in by new defensive coordinator Ron English.
''We get into scuffles," Heyman said. "It's
kind of like a family. You are going to get
into fights and arguments but at the end of
the day you realiae you are one team with one
goal and one passion. and I think that makes
us a better team."
The Cardinals hope all that banging pays
off on Sunday when they host Kentucky in the
Governor's Cup, their first chance to put a
bumpy 2007 season firmly in the rearview mitt-or.
It won't be easy following a training camp
that has done little to answer some of the
team's nagging questions. Injuries at wide receive: and linebacker — the areas of biggest concern heading into camp -- haven't exactly
allowed coach Steve Kragthorpe to get a solid
read on how much progress the Cardinals have
made.
Wide receiver Scott Long, the team's leading returning receiver, will be out several weeks
after injuring his foot. Senior linebacker Moult

st.uore alesaimiler

Axson is out for the season after tearing the
anterior cruciate ligament in his knee during a
non-contact drill last week.
Kragthorpe, however, hardly sees his team
as snakebit.
"It's a part of the game," he said. "It's an
opportunity for another guy to step in and make
plays."
Sophomores Troy Pascley and Doug Beaumont — combined career catches, zero -- are
penciled in as the starters against the Wildcats,
though expect Kragthorpe to mix and match as
he searches for the right combination.
Long's injury. however, may be offset by
the return of Trent Guy, who was shot in the
back outside a Louisville nightclub on July 5.
Guy returned to practice last week, though
Kragthorpe said he won't determine Guy's status for Kentucky until moments before kickoff.
"We're not going to put him out there unless
he feels he's ready to go and be an effective
player and take care of himself out on the
field," Kragthorpe said. "I think Trent's made
tremendous progress, but again the volume of
work hasn't been there."
Then again, the volume hasn't been there
for a lot of players. Kragthorpe announced his
starting linebacking unit on Monday. and Dexter Heyman, Antwon Canady and Jon Dempsey
have not played a down for the Cardinals. Heyman is the younger brother of Earl Heyman,
while Canady and Dempsey are junior college
transfers.
-They're all physical. they're all tough:'
Kragthorpe said. -They're going to stick their
face in there, run around and make plays."
Somebody will have to if the Cardinals want
to beat their rivals and give their young guys
some momentum. While Kragthorpe has been
impressed with what he's seen during practice,
he knows all the work over the last eight
months won't matter once the lights come on
if his team can't perform when it matters.
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All Eyes On
CARDINALS READY TO
FOCUS ON WILDCATS

978.0355 •17"! miry t:, S

Bironas is getting closer and hasn't ruled out the kicker playing in Green Bay.
But this is a team that treas
ures its kickers The Titans
watched Joe Nedney suffer season-ending injuries in 2003 and
2004, and they lured Gary
Anderson back out to fill the
void. Bironas won the job in
2005 and has held it ever since.
He has the franchise record
with most consecutive games
with at least one field goal at
19 and the longest field goal
with his 60-yarder that beat
Indianapolis in 2006.

to do."
his groin July 28.
This wasn't what Bironas
Bironas and Titans coach
Jeff Fisher agree they don't had in mind coming off his
want to do anything that would first All-Pro season. He has not
cause the injury to linger into kicked in a game since the Pro
the regular season.
Bowl in February, which capped
"I don't want to go up to a season in which he led the
Green Bay and have the risk NFL with 35 field goals and
of having a setback or push- set a league record for most
ing an injury just to get on
field goals in a game with eight
the field to hit a couple balls
against Houston.
where if I have that extra week
That's why Bironas' cleats
and a half of rest that'll put
the
me that much further ahead." and the football used on
Bironas said. 'That's what I'm record-setting kick are in the
wanting to do, and I'm sure Pro Football Hall of Fame.
Fisher said Monday that
that's what the coaches want

° DID
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From Page 9
"We're going to take what
the defenses give us and that's
the one thing I love about our
scheme offensively. In the last
scrimmage we had 77 reps. 1
think offensively, there were
38 runs, so you can't sit here
and say we're going to be one
or the other. I think we do a
good job scheme-wise there of
taking anything that's given to

—

US

"As I've said since camp,
we're a little bit simpler over
there, as far as our rules, which
I really like. That allows you
to be uptempo.”
Lambuth, last season, was
3-8 overall and had a 1-5
record on the road.
The Eagles gave the Racers all they wanted in the season's third game, leading MSU
13-12 at halftime, before MSU
pulled away to win 48-13.
The Eagles have a new coach
in Hugh Freeze, who was hired
Jan. 19. and came to the Jackson, Tenn., NAIA school, from
the University of Mississippi
where he served most recently as the interim head coach
Freeze replaces Vic Wallace,
a long time coach for the Eagles,
who left his post at the end
of the 20(17 season to become
Special Assistant to the President for Athletics at Lambuth.
A new coach means a new
style — Griffin knows that.
But more than anything, he's
concerned with what his team
is going to do as opposed to
the opposition.
"I think it goes back to our
personnel and the growth and
maturity that has come with
that group," he said. "As I've
said before, one of the big points
in all three phases this offseason was simplicity. 1 think we
have that a little bit.
"We've got a new offensive
staff for the most part and I'm
thrilled. All of those guys have
exceeded my expectations early.
They're great teachers They
have great enthusiasm and love
for the game of football. There
is no whining about, 'Hey, this
guy hit me late.' It's more of
a 'buckle up and play' mentality. I like that. The other thing
I like is the kids are around
them in their free time. That's
something I look for. I think
it's important. I think those
things will tie into that. It all
comes back on me. We didn't
do a very good job of teaching very well last year. It starts
with me and ends with me.
We've done a better job. we'll
continue to do a good job and
our kids are getting older,
they've been around us more.
They're more mature, mentally and physically. I'm just anxious to go play."
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Monday's Games
Baltimore 4 Chicago White Sox 3 14
innings comp of susp game
res3
50 inning
so 43.1a0,0
elcndDelr7
Chicago White
Texas 9 Kansas City 4
Oakland 2 L A Angels
Seattle 4 Minnesota 2 11 innings
Tuesday's Games
Cleveiand (Lee 18-2) at Detroit
(Lamben 0-0). 605 p.m
Boston (Wakefield 7-8) at N V Yankees
;Petlitte 13-9), 6 05 pm
Chicago White Sox (0 Floyd 13-8) at
Baltimore (B.Burres 7-7), CM p.m
Toronto (Haiti/day 15-9) at Tampa Bay
(Shields 11-7), 6 10 p m
Texas (Milkirood 7-7) at Kansas City
(Greinke 9-9). 7 10 p.rn
Oakland (Smith 6-12) at LA. Angels
(Lackey 10-2) 905 p m
1.1innesota (Baker 7-3) at Seattle
(Rowiand-Srnith 2-2). 9.10 p m
Wednesday's Games
MInne•Ota at Seattle. 3 40 p.m
BoslOil at N v Yankees. 6 05 p m
Cleveland at Detroit 6 05 p in
Chicago White Sox at Baltimore, 6 05
p.m
Toronto at Tampa Bay 6 10 p m
Texas at Kansas City. 7 10 p m
Oakland at LA Angels. 05 p in
Thursday's Games
Boston al N Y Yankees. 12 05 p m
Toronto al Tampa Bay. 6.10 p.m
Minnesota at Oeidand, 91/5 p.m
Issas at L A Angels. 9,05 p.m.

Monday's Came*
Chicago Cubs 12. Pittsburgh 3
Philadelphis 5, L.A Dodgers 0
Meta 9, Houston 1
N
San Diego 4 Anzona 2
Coiorado 4. San Francisco 2
Tuesday's Gwen
Chicago Cubs (Zarnbrano 13-5) at
5-10). 6 05 p m
(Snail
Pittsburgh
N V Meta (Martinez 4-3) at ealiaikiloria
p
05
8
11-7).
(Moyer
Florida (Olson 6-8) at Atlanta (Jur-lens
11.9). 6 10 p rn
L.A Dodgers (Lowe 10-10) at
Washington (Eialester 2-6). 6 10 p in
Cincinnati (Arroyo 11-10) at Houston
(Rodriguez 7-8). 705 p.m
Milwaukee (Sheets 11-7) at St Louts
(Weiterneyer 11-4). 7,15 p m
Arizona (Webb 16 4) at San Diego
(Reineke 1-1), 905 pm
Colorado (De La Rosa 6-7) at San
Francisco (Palmer 0-1). 9 15 p in
Wedneeday's Games
Chicago Cuba at Pittsburgh, 11 35a in
Arizona at San Diego, 2 35 p
N V Maas at Philadelphia, 605 p.m.
Floncla at Atlanta. 6 10 p.rn
L A Dodgers at Washington. 810 p.m.
Cincinnati at Houston, 7.05 Rm.
Milwaukee at St Louts. 715 p.m.
Coiorado at Sari Francisco. 9'15 p.m
Thursday's Games
Cincinnati el Houston. 1'05 p.m.
Florida at Atlanta. 6 10 p m.
LA Dodgers at Washington. 8 10 p m
Philacteiphia at Chicago Cubs. 7 05
pm

SEC, ESPN sign 15-year deal
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) — The Southeastern Conference
has signed a 15-year deal for ESPN to televise sporting events
T•he deal was announced Monday and begins with the 200910 season.
ESPN's various networks will carry more than 5.500 SEC
events, including football, men's and women's basketball,
Olympic sports and SEC championships.
The football coverage will include games on Saturday night
and two primetime Thursday games. The deal adds a second
and third night of SEC basketball games on ESPN and ESPN2
and includes coverage of league championships in women's
basketball, baseball, softball and gymnastics.
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to them, and you want to help
them all you can."
Thomas said he gave away
everything that he took on the
trip including shoes, clothing,
t-shirts, socks, toiletries, towels, etc.
"I left the USA with so
much stuff, but the plan was
to give it all to people who
need it," Thomas said.
"I'm thankful that Danero
had this experience," Billy
Kennedy said. "I challenge my
players to train themselves mentally and spiritually as well as
physically. This trip allowed
him to do that and I believe
it will help him become a better player on and off the court."
Thomas played with other
student-athletes from teams
including Kentucky, Valparaiso,
Miami (Fla.), Saint Mary's
(Calif.) and Liberty.
"I made some great friend*
on this trip." Thomas said;
"Ramon Harris from Kentucky
is a good friend of mine now
because we went on this trip
together"
Athletes in Action wa$
founded in 1966 by David Han-1
nah and has a ministry presIT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT •. RENT IT
set ence in 85 countries, on nearem
(y 100 U.S. college campuses
and on 35 U.S. professional
ief
sports teams. Every summer
.A1A sends teams of college
athletes in multiple sports to
compete overseas, grow their
individual faith and spread the
'
message of Jesus Christ.

Floor Buffer

Sod Cutter

From Page 9
country.
"I got saved in Dayton,
Ohio. when we started camp."
Thomas said. "The day it happened, Jim Lawson led me to
Jesus and I had never felt anything like that. I'm so happy
1 went on this trip — it was
the best thing that has ever
happened to me."
Thomas is not fond of public speaking, but he did manage to give his testimony while
in Mali.
"I was nervous," Thomas
said. 'There were 2.000 people there, and when I spoke
to them, I was telling everything to an interpreter and he
was relaying it to the people.
It's something I'll never forget."
A big part of the ALA trip
was connecting with children
as the team visited several
schools. Thomas was struck by
the quality of living most people have in the area.
"I saw some children that
don't have much," Thomas said.
"And your heart just goes out
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MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO
Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 753-2571 •

Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Sat. 7:30 a.m.-12:00
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• www raorrayhomeandauto.com
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TV, radio
TODAY
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
4 p.m
WON — Chicago Cubs al Pittsburgh
TENNIS
6 p.m.
USA—US Open men s and
women s first round at New York
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